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1501 ~ ANTIGUA 1863-1951 Mint / Used Collection On Scott pages, 79 mint and 18 used stamps, noted
mint #8 fresh LH, 21-30, 22a, 31-41, 42/63 (less 1½p orange); used #4a, 9, 17 CDS, 67-76, etc. Also
noted (not catalogued) #28 & #29 with SPECIMEN overprint. Mainly Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012
US$2,300)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00+
1502 ~ ASCENSION 1922-1949 Mint / Used Collection In black mounts or mounted on Scott album pages
with a total of 57 different (5 are used), includes mint #21, 23-32, used #17, etc. Generally F-VF
throughout. (Scott 2012 US$1,148)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00

1503 ~ AUSTRALIAN STATES Assortment of Early Classics All States represented in two small
stockbooks: New South Wales with Sydney Views 1p pair, 4 singles, 2p (3), 3p (3), Laureated issue
(19) including choice examples of the 2p, Diadem (15 imperfs); Queensland (21); South Australia (55)
including a nice 2p red imperforate strip of six used touching design on two stamps only and otherwise
sound; Tasmania (67) with nice range of 4p orange (12 mostly four margins but small flaws); Victoria
(67) with 45 "Half Lengths"; Western Australia (24). Mixed condition as expected but noted many
nicely cancelled or selected stamps throughout. A very useful lot for further study.
Est. 1,000.00+

1504

TASMANIA 1a, 1855 (April 28) Envelope from Hobart to England bearing a horizontal strip of four
1p pale blue (worn impression) on thin hard white paper, partially into design at foot and just touching
frameline at right but otherwise large margined, cover fold through strip from positioning on cover
(refolded for better display), neatly tied by oval grid '64', clear GPO Hobart circular datestamp in red
and manuscript "8" rate, also framed Liverpool / Ship (25 JY 1855) and (JY 26) receiver backstamps.
Cover has light soiling, still a remarkable and rare cover, Fine (SG 3)
Est. 1,000.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1505 ~
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AUSTRIA, LOMBARDY-VENETIA Old-Time Collection Displayed in a small stockbook plus
some loose on cards and stockpage, all pre-1880 with emphasis on 1850-1854 Coat of Arms for
Austria (64 stamps and three covers) and Lombardy-Venetia (80); also various 1858/1880 Franz Josef
& Arms issues from both Austria and Lombardy Venetia. Mixed condition to fine or better, often with
selected stamps or cancels. A useful lot for the specialist. Inspect.
Est. 500.00+

1506 ~ AUSTRIA-OFFICES IN TURKEY AND CRETE Mint / Used Collection On Lighthouse hingeless
pages, a total of 110 different mint or used, a higher percentage are Offices in Turkey. Noted some
elusive stamps. A few flaws to be expected, but overall nice and Fine or better throughout. (Scott 2012
US$1,389)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00

1507 

BANGKOK 7, 1882 12c Blue (Straits Settlements), Watermark Crown CC, Perf 14 A scarce
unused example, usual centering for the issue with "B" overprint in black; pencil signed H. Bloch on
reverse, Fine; 2012 Sismondo cert. (SG 8 £1,100)
1,200.00

1508 ~

BARBADOS Britannia 1857-1878 Issues Includes 42 singles mostly used, we note Scott #5a choice
example with grid '1', #38 (two examples; one with CDS other with '10' Bootheel), #41 superb
datestamp, etc. Also Scott #15 mint OG block of nine (3 stamps NH). Some faults to be expected, but
some nice stamps and postmarks. Mixed to Fine or better
Est. 200.00+

1509 ~ BECHUANALAND 1885-1897 Mint / Used Collection In mounts on Scott pages, a total of 37
different (8 are used), includes mint #8, 19, 20, 30, used #9, 28, etc. The odd flaw but overall Fine or
better. (Scott 2012 US$1,733)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 350.00
1510 ~ BECHUANALAND PROTECTORATE 1898-1949 Collection In mounts or mounted on Scott
pages, a total of 90 different (14 are used), includes Scott mint #51, 53a, 92-95, used #63, etc. A few
with small flaws but overall Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$1,873) (Illustrated on Website) Est. 350.00
1511 ~

BELGIUM 1849-1861 King Leopold I Small stockbook filled with several dozen used stamps, noted
#1 (7), #2 (pair and 4 singles), emphasis on 1851-1858 issues mostly the 20c blue plus some later.
Mixed condition throughout, ideal for studying numerical postmarks, etc.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 300.00+
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1512 ~ BERMUDA Mint / Used 1865-1980s Binder with mainly mint collection, starts with used Victorian
era including 1874-1875 surcharges (four different; 1p on 2p blue with 1951 RPS certs.), then 19101930s period (on black cards and mostly mint), KGVI with high values, etc. followed by mint NH new
issues, also various on manila stockpages glassine envelopes (many dozens), some multiples, gutter
pairs and so forth. Another collection mainly used from Queen Victoria, noting nice postmarks up to
the 1980s. Plus some odds & ends. Worth a closer look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+
1513 

BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY Clean 1963-1991 Collection Largely complete for period
covered including 1963 Definitive set of 15, 1969 £1 Ship, 1971 Surcharge set, etc. All mint NH
except 1963 £1 (LH), VF throughout (Scott 2013 US$900)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 300.00

1514 ~ BRITISH GUIANA Substantial 1860-1951 Mint / Used Collection On Scott pages, 170 different
mint (a few no gum) and 38 used stamps. Included are 30 different 1860-1866 Seal of Colony issues,
mostly used; good representation of provisional overprints, surcharges and stamps of the 1878 to 1951
including shades, perfs, varieties, better valued items, etc. Some flaws generally confined to earlier
issues, overall clean and F-VF. (Scott 2012 US$5,053)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 1,000.00
1515 ~ BRITISH HONDURAS 1872-1949 Mint / Used Collection On Scott pages, 96 mint and 26 used
stamps, noted mint #4, 51, 71; used #16, 17, 46, etc. Some small flaws noted on earlier issues,
generally Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$2,394)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 400.00+

-X1516-

1518

X1519

-X1517-

1516 ~ BULGARIA 1879-1887 Lions Issues Includes 43 mint or used stamps including mint #1, 3 (thin), 5,
10, etc. A few other issues also shown. Condition ranges from mixed to Fine or better. Est. 300.00+
1517 

CAMEROUN 53-65, 1915 "C.E.F." Surcharges Kaiser's Yacht Issue Complete mint set of thirteen
plus 1p on 10pf with thin serif, a couple with light gum toning, a much nicer set than usual with
overall fresh colours, F-VF OG-LH. (SG B1-B13, B3a £813)
1,006.00

1518 ~

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE 176, 1900 1sh on 6p Violet on Rose (Bechuanaland Stamp) Selected
used single with socked-on-nose Mafeking (MY 12 1900) CDS postmark; scarce (only 240 printed),
pencil signed S. Sismondo on reverse, F-VF; 2009 Sismondo cert. (SG 15 £800)
900.00

1519 ~

CAYMAN ISLANDS 85-96, 1935-1936 ¼p-10sh KGV Definitive Issue Complete used set of 12, FVF (SG 96-107 £190)
290.00

1520 

CAYMAN ISLANDS Clean Mint 1900-1950 Collection On Scott album pages, 124 different mint
stamps, noted #1-12, 17, 21-28, 32-68, 85-96, etc. Nice quality, Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012
US$1,787)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 350.00+
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1521 ~

CEYLON 1857-1867 Chalons Group of 35 imperforates and 64 perforated, includes better 1857
issues with 1p strip of three with clear to large margins signed H. Bloch, 6p plum on white paper fresh
used single, 9p single just touching at top to large margins small thin at LR, 1sh two singles, 1sh9p
two singles, one with clear margins, other touching on two sides, both sound, etc. Mixed condition as
expected but noted many sound examples. A nice lot of these challenging and attractive classic
stamps.
Est. 1,000.00+

1522 

CHINA UPU Congress Presentation Book Cloth covers with three colour lace binding and gold
embossed Chinese imprint (appears to have been prepared for the UPU Congress of London 1929),
contains fourteen pages with thin handmade rice paper interleaves with French descriptions of each
issue. Includes key sets neatly affixed to pages within a gold coloured frame around each stamp. Noted
complete sets of China 1923 Definitive Issue (Second Peking Printing) complete set of 22, plus
overprinted sets issued for Sinkiang, Yunnan and Manchuria; China 1929 President Chiang Kai-shek
and Yat-sen Mausoleum sets of four, plus all their overprinted sets issued for Sinkiang, Yunnan and
Manchuria, also China 1921 Airmail set of five and 1915 Postage Dues set. Stamps are fresh, booklet
covers and inside pages are in excellent state of preservation; a rarely seen intact UPU presentation
book, F-VF (Catalogue US$5,440 for stamps alone)
Est. 1,500.00+
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1523 

CHRISTMAS ISLAND 1979-1995 Collection of Mint NH blocks of four Over 200 different blocks
in sets, often corner margin with imprint, including better definitive sets. A clean lot, seldom seen in
blocks, VF NH (Scott 2013 US$1,715)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00

1524 

CHRISTMAS ISLAND 1988-1995 Collection Gutter pairs (or se-tenant strips) with over 100 items,
all different including #222 to 356, etc. VF NH throughout (Scott 2013 US$575)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 150.00+

1525 

COCOS ISLANDS 225-236, 1990-1991 Provisional Surcharges A choice mint complete set of
seven in corner blocks of four; a key issue seldom offered as such, VF NH
1,258.00

1526 

COCOS ISLANDS 1979-1995 Collection of Mint NH Blocks of Four Housed in a stockbook,
period well covered with not much missing, many are in corner imprints blocks. Includes 1982, 19881989 & 1992 Definitive sets, etc. Clean throughout and routinely VF NH (Scott 2013 US$1,840)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

1527 

COCOS ISLANDS 1985-1995 Gutter Pairs Collection A few dozen different mostly in sets, some
showing "traffic lights", includes 1988-1989 & 1992 Definitive sets, better 1990-1991 Provisional
surcharge set of six (only missing $5 on 65c to complete), etc. Routinely VF NH throughout. (Scott
2013 US$800)
Est. 300.00+

1528 ~ CRETE 1898-1910 Mint / Used Collection On Palo pages with 69 mint and 34 used, noted better
such as mint #74-82, 85-95, 97, J10-J18; used #54-58, etc. Generally Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012
US$1,783)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 350.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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CUBA

1529

1531

1529 ~

179D, Puerto Principe 1898-1899 3c on 1m Orange Brown Alfonso XIII Single with typical
centering for the issue, Scott Type L surcharge in black tied by circular datestamp to small piece;
pencil signed H. Bloch on reverse, scarce and Fine
750.00

1530 

200, 200a, Puerto Principe 1898-1899 10c on 1c Black Violet Alfonso XIII Mint horizontal strip of
five, brown tropical gum as usual on these, Scott Type M surcharge in red, fourth stamp showing
broken figure "1" variety; pencil signed H. Bloch on reverse, Fine NH
Est. 200.00

1531 ~

219, Puerto Principe 1898-1899 5c on 8m blue green Newspaper Stamp Very scarce used stamp
with Scott Type I surcharge, large portion of circular datestamp; minor perf toning at lower left
otherwise sound and pencil signed Sergio Sismondo on reverse, Fine; 1995 PF and 2006 Sismondo
certs. (latter identified as Third Setting, Fifth Printing, Position 1)
1,250.00

1532

Lot of Stampless Covers Seven items with selected straightline cancels; Villaclara (1830), Puerto /
Principe (in red; 1831), Trinidad (in red; 1836), Sti / Spiritus (1837), Matanzas (1841); all five
addressed to Habana. Also1843 cover from Habana to London manuscript "8", boxed "Deal / Ship
Letter", and a red receiver on back; 1847 Matanzas to West Hampton, Mass., manuscript "2/", red
Charleston, S.C. circular and SHIP handstamp in red. Covers with usual file folds; couple with ageing,
still a neat lot, F-VF
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00+

1533 

Nice and Comprehensive Spanish Dominion 1855-1898 Collection Displayed on blank Lighthouse
hingeless pages, a total of 203 different mostly mint OG stamps. Well represented the period including
Newspaper Stamps. Includes better items with unused #1 & 2, mint #22, 23-34, 35, 35A, 37, 38-41,
42-43, 58-62 (1p with small flaws), 83, 105, 106-120 Surcharges complete plus various Scott unlisted
varieties (not counted), #132-155 set, 156-175 set, also used #5, 6, 7 (two examples), 15, 46, etc. Some
odd & ends not counted nor catalogued (including bisects and forgeries, notable Alfonso XII "Segui"
forgery imperforate sheetlets of 10 on thin wove paper. A few flaws or gum problems to be expected
on earlier issues, quality is noticeably better than normally encountered for these, F-VF (Scott 2013
US$4,698)
Est. 1,000.00+
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1534 ~ 1898-1899 Puerto Principe Provisional Surcharges Selection of 16 stamps (14 different), includes
better items such as #177d used (broken "1" variety, inverted surcharge), used #181, 187 and 89 (thins,
190, 192, 201 (small thin). A difficult group to assemble, mainly better (Scott 2012 US$1,985)
Est. 400.00

1535 

Clean Mint 1899-1958 Collection Displayed on blank Lighthouse hingeless pages, virtually complete
for the period, only a handful missing, mainly mint and often never hinged especially after 1940.
Includes better items such as Scott #239a (two examples; one unused light toning, other mint OG
inclusion spot on gum side), mint #240a centered to foot but OG, #253/262 (ex #254), various long
definitive and topical sets that are sought-after and seldom seen. Back-of-book includes postage dues
(complete mint), virtually complete airmails, some postal tax, special delivery, etc. Also selection of
different souvenir sheets including better C49b NH; a few odds & ends (not catalogued or counted).
The odd flaw, but overall nice condition and centering ranges from Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2013
US$4,468)
Est. 1,250.00+

1536 

1959-1980s Post-Revolution Era Mint Accumulation Displayed on stockpages with various stamps
and souvenir sheets from 1959 to early 1960s including airmails, then jumps to a large selection
originally bought as new issues (still in their original glassine envelopes) from late 1970s to late
1980s, period well represented including nice topicals, souvenir sheets and airmails. Apart from a few
early hinged stamps most are mint NH and chiefly VF; a seldom seen lot. (Scott 2013 US$1,284)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 350.00+

1537 ~ Assortment of Revenues and Telegraphs Stamps Many dozen unsorted in glassine envelopes, also
some identified on cards, high percentage being issued during the Spanish Dominion. Various subjects
including Law, Municipal, Water and Beer Tax, Bill of Exchange, Police Document, Legal Document,
Business Tax, etc. Also group of Telegraphs stamps. Some moderate to light duplication in places and
as expected on these, condition range from mixed to very fine. Inspect.
Est. 150.00+
1538 ~ DOMINICA 1874-1951 Mint / Used Collection On Scott album pages, 115 mint and 19 used
stamps, noted unused #1, mint #25-54, 56-82; used #2, 3, 10-12, etc. Overall nice quality, Fine to Very
Fine. (Scott 2012 US$1,614)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 350.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1540 
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FALKLAND ISLANDS 69, 1933 3p Map Used block of four with central South Georgia (DE 30 33)
CDS, VF (SG Z58)
Est. 200.00

-X1541-

FRANCE 1849-1875 Ceres & Napoleon Assortment Small stockbook filled with over 250 mostly
used singles, emphasis on 20c Napoleon imperf / perf showing wide range of shades and cancels. Also
some Alsace and Lorraine including 1870 Network with points up 1c-25c unused set, etc. Condition is
mixed throughout, but sound examples are also to be found.
Est. 500.00+

1541 ~ FRANCE 1849-1950s Mint / Used Collection Old-time collection displayed in clear mounts on
quadrilled pages, start with a selection of 58 mostly different and used Ceres/Napoleon issues (note
nice postmarks and choice examples) and better 15c Ceres sound used single with clear to large
margins, 1fr light carmine Ceres, just touching design at left, otherwise sound used; well represented
either mint or used from Peace & Commerce to early 1950s noting 1937 PEXIP sheet, small stain at
top, mint (stamps NH), also better run of semi-postals including good pre-1930 issues, etc. Condition
ranges from mixed to Very Fine. Worth a closer look.
Est. 600.00+

1542 

FRANCE 1929 UPU Congress Presentation Booklet Dark blue covers with gold inscriptions
"Souvenir du Congres Postal Universel de Londres 1929", with four pages containing 50 different
mint NEVER HINGED issues from mid to late 1920s including regulars, semi-postals and postage
dues, all selected and fresh, we note #127, 129, 130, 131, 132, 251, 253, B22, B23, J64; booklet in
choice condition, stamps F-VF NH (Scott Classic 2012 US$2,923 for stamps alone)
Est. 600.00+
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FRENCH COLONIES 1929 UPU Congress Presentation envelope containing 12 different sets (or
part of long definitive sets) of various colonies (including Indochina, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Senegal,
etc.) originally presented in small glassines with pre-printed card. All stamps fresh and mint NH, F-VF
(Scott Classic 2012 US$1,035)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00

1544 ~ GERMAN STATES Mainly Used Accumulation Housed in three small stockbooks with several
dozen used plus a few mint stamps: from Baden, Bavaria, Brunswick, Hamburg, Prussia and Saxony.
Includes Bavaria 1862 1kr yellow mint OG block of four, top pair with crease, three stamps NH;
Brunswick 1852 2sgr blue choice used grid '8' in blue, Prussia Scott #24 (2) + #27 pair on cover to
USA, etc. Mixed condition to fine. Inspect.
Est. 500.00+
1545 ~ GOLD COAST 1875-1949 Mint / Used Collection On Scott pages, a total of 147 different (19 are
used), includes mint #21, 38-47, 49-55, 56-65, 94a, 98-107, used #3, 28, etc. The odd flaw but a nice
collection, Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$2,349)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00+

1546 

GREAT BRITAIN 209, 1929 £1 Black Universal Postal Union Reasonably centered and fresh mint
single, small light gum bend, full white original gum, F-VF NH (SG 438 for hinged; £750) 1,400.00

1547 ~ GREAT BRITAIN Clean Mint / Used Collection Housed in three Gibbons "Oriel" deluxe two-post
albums, with many dozen different displayed in clear mounts on descriptive pages. Noted #1 two VF
used examples, position CL and CJ; various Line-engraved and Surface-printed used examples with
high percentage being sound and / or with nice cancels; 1887-1900 Jubilee set to 1sh; KGVII 19021911 ½p to 5sh used, KGVI mint including 10sh indigo (NH), 1951 High values (NH); QEII 19531969 range of NH sets, etc. Well suited for continuation; overall quality is generally Fine to Very Fine
(Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+
1548 ~ GREECE 1862-1895 Hermes Selection Displayed in a small stockbook with 48 Large and 67 Small
Hermes Heads, majority used, condition is mixed to very fine and suitable for further study of
identifying printings, etc.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 150.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1549 ~ GRENADA 1871-1951 Mint / Used Collection On Scott pages, 150 mint (mainly) or unused and 28
used, noted better such as mint #26-28, 32, 48-57 set, 58-67 set, 78, J4, J6; used #16, 29, 35, 88, etc. A
few flaws on earlier issues (some not counted), mainly Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$2,916)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 600.00+
1550 ~ HONG KONG 1935-1988 Mint / Used Selection Identified and organized on black stockpages, good
representation for the period covered, focus on QEII era mainly mint NH or used. Noted Lunar New
Year 1967-1971 mint NH sets, etc. Overall F-VF (Scott 2010 US$1,486)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 300.00+
1551 ~ HUNGARY 1871-1872 Franz Josef Issues Selection of 10 lithographed stamps including key 3kr
used (faults); 1871-1872 engraved issues with 73 stamps, majority being used. Condition is mixed to
fine with a nice range of postmarks.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00+

1552 

ICELAND 21, 1897 3a (Small "3") Orange, Perf 13 Nicely centered mint corner block of 25, small
surface thin in margin only, lovely rich colour and with full crackly original gum, never hinged. A
scarce and impressive block, VF NH (Scott 2012 US$2,750 for hinged; Facit 20)
Est. 750.00+
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1553 

1554

2, 1854 ½a Blue, Die II Corner block of six with full sheet margins and large margins on other sides,
shows curved lines and "NO. 4" watermark; a stunning block, VF (SG 6 £660+)
Est. 1,000.00

1555

1554 

2, 1854 ½a Deep Blue, Die I Corner block of four, ungummed as issued, shows large portion of
watermark "4" in sheet margin; a fresh and marvelous block, VF (SG 4 £600+)
Est. 750.00+

1555 

4, 1854 1a Dull Red, Die II Corner block of four, ungummed as issued, with lovely colour on fresh
paper, attractive and VF (SG 14 £440+)
Est. 500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1556

1557

1556 ~

4, 1854 1a Red, Die II Choice margined single with central upright lozenge 'C / 85' (Cannanore)
cancel, VF+ (SG 13 £85+)
Est. 75.00+

1557 

5, 1854 2a Green, Watermark Large Seal, Imperforate A nice example with full sheet margin at
left, ungummed as issued, VF (SG 31 £180)
Est. 200.00

1558

5, 1855 (Mars 8) Folded cover bearing an unusually full margined 2a green fresh and very fine strip of
four (slight crease on right stamp) tied by lozenge shaped dotted cancels, mailed from Calcutta to Paris
via Bombay and Marseilles, French accountancy "20" marking, Marseilles (15 Avrl 1855) transit CDS
in red; Calcutta dispatch and Paris receiver. A choice and wonderful franking for exhibition, Very Fine
Est. 1,000.00+

1559

1560

1561

1559 ~

6, 1854 4a Blue and Red (Head Die II; Frame Die I) An attractive single with clear to large
margins, neat centrally struck lozenge shape dotted cancel in black; A. Brun guarantee handstamp on
reverse, VF (SG 19 £500)
500.00+

1560 ~

6, 1855 4a Blue and Red (Head Die III; Frame Die II) A nice used example with fresh colours,
large portion of diamond grid '64' (Delhi) cancel in black and portion of straightline STAM(PED), VF
(SG 23 £400)
500.00

1561 ~

6a, 1855 4a Deep Blue and Red (Head Die III; Frame Die II) Large margined example with rich
colour on fresh paper, used with lozenge shape dotted cancel, VF+ (SG 22 £450+)
575.00+
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1562

1563

1565

1562 ~

7, 1855 1a Red, Die III Large margined single with lovely rich colour and dotted cancels, choice, VF
(SG 15 £180)
Est. 200.00+

1563 

11, 1856 ½a Pale Blue on White Wove, Die I, No Watermark A reasonably centered mint single,
nice colour and with full streaky original gum, F-VF NH (SG 38 for hinged £90+)
Est. 150.00

1564 

22, 1865 1a Deep Brown, Watermark Elephant's Head, Perf 14 Extremely well centered mint
block of six, gorgeous fresh colour, portion of imprint in gutter margin at right, top right pair hinged,
others NH, XF (SG 59)
Est. 100.00+

1565 

28, 1868 8a Rose on White Wove, Die II, Watermark Elephant's Head, Perf 14 Precisely centered
mint single, pristine fresh with full white unblemished original gum, choice XF NH (SG 73 for hinged
£50+)
Est. 100.00+

1566 

36a, 1882 ½a Blue Green Queen Victoria, Watermark Star, Perf 14 An exceptional mint pair
showing the dramatic double impression error, the first impression is well centered, the second is
shifted so that portions of six stamps show, lovely fresh colour and with full original gum, never
hinged. A striking and rare multiple, VF NH (Scott value $1,500+ for hinged; SG 85a for hinged
singles £2,400+)
Est. 2,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

X1567
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1568

1567 

41, 41a, 1882 3a Orange, Watermark Star, Perf 14 Well centered mint block of four with full
original gum, VF NH; also 1890 3a brown orange shade block, F-VF with lower pair NH. An
attractive duo (SG 93, 94 £140+)
Est. 150.00+

1568 

46, 1883 1r Grey, Watermark Star, Perf 14 Pristine fresh mint block of four with full original gum,
never hinged, F-VF (SG 101 £108+)
110.00+

1569 P

50, 1893 (circa.) De La Rue 2r Queen Victoria Trial Colours Three different bicolour proofs
printed on perforated gummed unwatermarked wove paper; in venetian red & drab, in orange brown &
red brown, and in orange brown & dull green; all three with original gum. Very scarce, between 4 to 7
only were printed for each, VF OG / LH
Est. 500.00+

1570 

71, 1903 2r Rose Red and Yellow Brown KEVII, Watermark Star Exceptionally fresh and
precisely centered mint block of four with full original gum, top pair LH, lower pair NH, XF (SG 138
for hinged singles £300+)
Est. 400.00+
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1572

1571 

71 (shades), 1902 2r Dark Carmine and Deep Yellow Brown KEVII, Watermark Star and 1903
2r Rose Red and Yellow Brown Both mint with distinctive shades, rich colours and full original
gum, VF LH (SG 138, 139 £150+)
Est. 150.00+

1572 

73 (shade), 1911 5r Ultramarine and Deep Lilac KEVII, Watarmark Star A choice mint single of
this better shade, full original gum, very lightly hinged, XF (SG 143 £180)
Est. 200.00+

1573

1574

1575

1573 

74, 1909 10r Green and Carmine KEVII, Watermark Star Post office fresh mint with full original
gum, faint trace of hinge mark; a nice stamp, VF VLH (SG 144 £200)
Est. 200.00+

1574 

75, 1909 15r Blue and Olive Brown KEVII, Watermark Star A premium quality mint single, very
well centered, bright fresh colour with full original gum, trace of hinge mark, XF VLH (SG 146
£250+)
Est. 300.00

1575 ~

76, 1909 25r Brownish Orange and Blue KEVII, Watermark Star Well centered key value, with
large portion of upright central Thayetmyo (Burma) CDS postmark. A desirable high value used from
Burma, VF (SG 147 £1,200)
Est. 1,000.00

1576 

84 variety, 1911 2a Deep Mauve KGV, Inverted Watermark Star Gorgeous fresh mint block of
four with full brown original gum, never hinged, F-VF (SG 168w for hinged singles £140+)
(Illustrated on Page 19) Est. 150.00

1577

1577 

1578

1580

96, 1913 10r Green and Scarlet KGV, Watermark Star Choice mint single with gorgeous bright
fresh colours, well centered and with full original gum, VF NH (SG 189 for hinged £130+)
Est. 200.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1576
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1579

1578 

104a, 1921 9p on 1a Rose KGV, Watermark Star Mint hinged single with surcharge reading "NINE
NINE", fresh OG, usual Fine centering (SG 192a £100)
(Illustrated on Page 18) Est. 100.00

1579 

124 variety, 1928 15r Blue and Olive KGV, upright Watermark Multiple Star Bright fresh and
well centered mint gutter block of four, full original gum, never hinged, attractive and VF (SG 218 for
hinged singles £320+)
Est. 350.00+

1580 

125, 1928 25r Orange and Blue, Watermark Multiple Star Pristine fresh mint single with brilliant
colours and full original gum, never hinged. A nice stamp, VF NH (SG 219 for hinged £200+)
(Illustrated on Page 18) Est. 250.00

1581 

162-165, 1937 1r-10r King George VI, Watermark Multiple Star High values in mint blocks of
four, well centered with full original gum, never hinged, VF (SG 259-262 £302+)
Est. 300.00+
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1583

1584

1582 

207-222, 1949 3p-15r Definitive Issue Lovely fresh complete set of 16, bright colours and full
original gum, VF NH (SG 309-324 £225)
222.85

1583 

O50, 1909 15r Blue and Olive Brown KEVII Official Overprint, Watermark Star A premium
mint single with gorgeous fresh colours and full original gum, very lightly hinged, VF (SG O71 £100)
Est. 125.00

1584 

O51, 1909 25r Brownish Orange and Blue KEVII Official Overprint, Watermark Star Choice
mint single with nice fresh colours and full original gum, very lightly hinged, VF (SG O72 £225)
Est. 250.00

1585 

O74, 1926 1a on 1a Dark Chocolate KGV Official Overprint, Watermark Star Mint single
overprinted in error, usual centering for the issue, full brown original gum, very lightly hinged, scarce,
Fine (SG O107a £250)
Est. 250.00

1586 ~

INDIA Accumulation of 1854 Lithographs Includes ½a blue (38), 1a red (32), 2a (13; one is
unused), 4a (4 cut square and 8 cut to shape), also includes five items of Jammu & Kashmir, 1852 ½a
white Scinde Dawk stained and small faults, used with segmented cancel in black, plus three covers one stampless dated 1839 from Allahabad to London; 2a green litho and 4a black De La Rue on faulty
1857 mourning cover to England; 4a black DLR pair on 1859 cover to Dublin, then redirected.
Condition is mainly mixed throughout, but includes some nice sound stamps. Useful lot for study.
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00+

1587 

INDIA – CHAMBA 2a, 1887 1a Brown Purple Victoria, Watermark Star Mint single with
"CHMABA" overprint error, lightly browned original gum as normally expected, scarce and Fine OG
(SG 2a £550)
700.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1588

1589

1590

1588 

INDIA – CHAMBA 12, 1895 2r Carmine & Yellow Brown Victoria, Watermark Star Mint single
with deep rich colours and full original gum, attractive, VF LH (SG 19 £130)
150.00

1589 

INDIA – CHAMBA 13, 1895 3r Brown & Green Victoria, Watermark Star Pristine fresh and
precisely centered mint single with full original gum, choice, XF VLH (SG 20 £140+)
175.00+

1590 

INDIA – CHAMBA 14, 1895 5r Ultramarine & Violet Victoria, Watermark Star Post office fresh
and well centered mint single with full original gum, attractive, VF LH (SG 21 £160+)
190.00+

X1591

1592

1593

1591 

INDIA – CHAMBA 70-85, 1937 3p-10r King George VI Definitive Issue Overprinted mint set to
the 10r value, all with fresh colours, well centered and lightly hinged, VF (SG 82-97 £611)
620.00

1592 

INDIA – GWALIOR 28 variety, 1910 5r Ultramarine and Violet Queen Victoria, Watermark
Star Sheet margin single with "GWALIOR" (13mm long), post office fresh colour, well centered and
with full original gum, never hinged, VF (SG 45 £80+)
Est. 125.00+

1593 

INDIA – GWALIOR 84, 1930 25r Orange and Blue KGV, Watermark Multiple Star A
reasonably centered mint single with brilliant fresh colours and full original gum, F-VF NH (SG 101
for hinged £300+)
Est. 350.00+

1594

1595

X1596

1594 

INDIA – GWALIOR 116, 1948 15r Brown and Green KGVI, Watermark Multiple Star Fresh
mint single with full original gum, VF NH (Scott for hinged $100+; SG 116 £90)
Est. 150.00+

1595 

INDIA – GWALIOR 126, 1949 12a Lake King George VI (Alizah Printing Press) Key mint single
of the set, nicely centered, fresh with full original gum, F-VF LH (SG 137 £500)
525.00
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1596 

INDIA – GWALIOR O12-O20, 1903-1908 3p-1r King Edward VII Official Overprints Complete
mint set of 18 including both spacings of overprint lines, full original gum, some are never hinged. A
difficult set to assemble, F-VF LH-NH (SG O29-O50 for hinged £216)
(Illustrated on Page 21) Est. 200.00

1597

X1598

1597 

INDIA – JIND 149, 1938 15r Brown and Green, Watermark Multiple Star Mint single with deep
rich colour and sheet margin at left, full original gum, F-VF NH; 1992 BPA cert. (Scott valuation for
hinged; SG 125 £100)
125.00+

1598 

INDIA – JIND O45-O48, 1928-1930 1r-10r King George V Official Overprint, Watermark
Multiple Star Fresh well centered mint high values; 10r with inverted watermark, VF LH (SG O58O61w £154)
159.00

X1599

1600

X1601

1599 

INDIA – JIND O58-O61, 1940 1r-10r King George VI, Watermark Multiple Star Gorgeous fresh
mint single, well centered key values with full original gum, VF LH (SG O69-O72 £648)
752.50

1600 

INDIA – JIND O61, 1940 10r Purple and Claret KGVI, Watermark Multiple Star Lovely fresh
mint hinged single; a key stamp, Fine+ OG (SG O72 £450)
525.00

1601 

INDIA – JIND O62-O75, 1940-1943 3p-10r King George VI, Watermark Multiple Star Complete
mint set of 14 with fresh colours, hinged, VF OG (SG O73-O86 £325)
399.00

1602 

INDIA – NABHA 6, 1885 4a Green Queen Victoria, Watermark Elephant's Head Lovely fresh
mint single, F-VF OG (SG 4 £100)
(Illustrated on Page 23) 125.00

1603 

INDIA – NABHA 30A, 1909 2a6p Ultramarine KEVII, Watermark Star Lower left corner mint
block of four with double overprint - one is albino impression, light hinge mark on one stamp, three
stamps never hinged, VF (SG 40ba for hinged £128+)
(Illustrated on Page 23) Est. 125.00+

1604 

INDIA – NABHA 59, 1932 5r Ultramarine and Purple KGV, Inverted Watermark Multiple Star
Post office fresh mint lightly hinged single, VF (SG 72)
(Illustrated on Page 23) 110.00

1605 

INDIA – NABHA 86, 1938 25r Slate Violet & Purple KGVI, Watermark Multiple Star Well
centered mint single with full brown original gum, VF NH (Scott value $150 for hinged; SG 94 £160)
(Illustrated on Page 23) Est. 200.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1602

1605
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1603

1604

1606

X1607

1606 

INDIA – NABHA O51, 1942 5r Green and Blue KGVI, Watermark Multiple Star Lovely fresh
mint single with full original gum, very lightly hinged, VF (SG O68 £225)
210.00

1607 

INDIA - PATIALA 80-97, 1937-1938 3p-25r King George VI Definitive Issue Complete
overprinted set of 18, bright fresh colours and full original gum; a nice set, VF LH (SG 80-97 £650)
695.65

1608 ~

INDIA - BAMRA 13c, 1891-1893 1r Black on Rose Lilac small "p" in "postage" Used single with
circular native postmark in black, VF (SG 39 £190)
Est. 200.00
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1609 

INDIA – BHOPAL 19a + 19d, 1884 ¼a Blue Green, Embossed and Perforated Unused horizontal
pair, ungummed as issued, showing "JAN" (R 4/3) variety on left stamp and the scarcer "SHAHAN"
(R 4/4) variety on right-hand stamp; a very scarce positional pair, Fine to Very Fine for this
primitively perforated issue. (SG 48a, 48d £920+)
1,175.00+

1610

-X1611-

1610 

INDIA – BHOPAL O18a, O19 variety, 1935-1936 ¼a on 1a Yellow Green Official Overprint
Fresh vertical mint strip of three with inverted surcharges (two different types), well centered with full
original gum, lightly hinged, centre stamp never hinged. A scarce and striking multiple suitable for a
serious collection, VF (SG O318a, O318ba £775+)
Est. 600.00+

1611 

INDIA – BUNDI SG O28B-O31B, 1915-1941 4a-12a "Sacred Cows" (Type D Tablet) on Thin
Wove Paper Set of four, each with small British overprint in black, ungummed as issued, seldom
seen, VF (SG £285+)
Est. 250.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1612
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X1613

1612 

INDIA – BUNDI SG O32cA, 1915-1941 ¼a Cobalt (Type E Tablet) on Medium Wove Paper
Fresh single with native official overprint in black, ungummed as issued, VF (SG £75+) Est. 75.00+

1613 

INDIA – BUNDI SG O32A-O32B, O32Aa-O32Ba, 1915-1941 ¼a Deep Slate "Sacred Cows"
(Type E Tablets) on Medium Wove Paper Singles with native overprint in black and red and small
British overprint in black and red, ungummed as issued, VF (SG £137+)
Est. 150.00+

1614 

INDIA – COCHIN 67, 1943 1a Orange (Lithographed), Watermark Large Seal, Perf 11
Extremely well centered and fresh unused block of four, ungummed as issued, seldom seen, XF (SG
90a £96+)
Est. 125.00+

1615

1616

1615 

INDIA – COCHIN 84a, 1946 6p Red Brown (Lithographed), Watermark Large Seal, Perf 11
Lovely fresh unused single, one shortish perf at upper left, full original gum, never hinged, scarce, FVF NH (SG 104a for hinged £200+)
Est. 250.00+

1616 

INDIA – COCHIN 87a, 1946 2a Grey (Lithographed), Watermark Large Seal, Perf 11 Fresh
mint single with full original gum, never hinged, scarce thus, Fine NH (SG 107a for hinged £180+)
Est. 200.00+
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1617 

INDIA - JAIPUR 58b, 58d, 1947 3p on ½a Maharaja Man Singh II Surcharge Well centered mint
block of four with inverted "3 PIES" surcharge, lower left stamp showing "3 PIE" error, full original
gum, negligible tone spot at lower left, three are NH. A scarce and desirable multiple, VF (SG 80c,
80d £480)
590.00+

1618

X1619

1618 

INDIA - JAMMU AND KASHMIR 50, 1869-1876 4a Sage Green (Re-Issue; For Use in Jammu)
Printed in oil colour on native greyish laid paper, large margins, good impression for the issue, choice,
VF (SG 37 £170)
225.00

1619 

INDIA - RAJASTHAN 15-25, 1949 ¼a-1r Raja Man Singh II (Jaipur Issues) Overprinted
"RAJASTHAN" Complete mint set of eleven with fresh colours and full original gum; a nice set, VF
LH (SG 15-25 £110)
176.50

1620

1621

1620 

INDIA – SORUTH O9, 1949 3p Black and Green, Official "SARKARI" Overprint in Red Fresh
mint hinged single, reasonably centered for the issue and seldom seen, F-VF OG (SG O20 £300)
375.00

1621 

INDIA – SORUTH O11 variety, 1935 3a Black and Carmine, Official "SARKARI" Overprint in
Red Reasonably centered for the issue, with Gibbons Type O3 overprint and full original gum, F-VF
NH (SG O9a for hinged £130+)
Est. 150.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1622

1622 
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X1623

INDIA – SORUTH O14 variety, 1935 1r Black and Pale Blue, Official "SARKARI" Overprint
in Red Mint single with Gibbons Type O3 overprint, hint of toning at top, otherwise full original gum,
never hinged, Fine (SG O12a for hinged £200)
Est. 200.00

1623 ~ ITALIAN STATES-ROMAN STATES Large Grouping of 1852-1868 Issues Housed in a small
stockbook, mostly used with 1852 ½b (5), 1b (7), 2b (12), 3b (6), 4b (3), 5b (2), 6b (14), 7b (3), 8b (6),
1sc used single (small thin under hinge; 1975 BPA cert.), also 6b single on 1864 cover to Germany
and 2b (faulty) single + 8b on 1859 cover to Naples. Includes also range of 1867-1868 Issues (35
imperfs and 11 perforated; unused or used). Condition mixed with some forgeries / reprints / fake
cancels, etc. to be expected, a good lot for reference.
Est. 400.00+

1624 ~ ITALIAN STATES-SARDINIA Large and Most Used Selection of 1851-1863 Issues Housed in
three small stockbooks consisting of 1851 5c (2), 20c (5), 40c (4); 1853 5c (3), 20c (4), 40c (2); 1854
5c (4), 20c (8), 40c (2); comprehensive showing of the 1855-1863 Issue with 5c (45), 10c (54), 20c
(43), 40c (51), 80c (21), 3L (2), Newspaper 1c (6) and 2c (6). Mixed condition throughout, some
printer's waste / forgeries / fake cancels, etc. to be expected, but a useful lot for study. High catalogue
value.
Est. 1,000.00+

1625 ~

ITALIAN STATES-TUSCANY Comprehensive Grouping of Used 1851-1860 Issues Housed in a
small stockbook, we note 1851-1852 Lion of Tuscany - Wmk'd "Crowns in the Sheet" with 1cr (21
plus 2 pairs), 2cr (15), 4cr (13), 6cr (12), 9cr (14 plus 2 pairs); Watermarked "Interlaced Wavy Lines"
1q (3), 1cr (4), 2cr (15), 4cr (10), 6cr (14); Provisional Government 1860 1c (5), 5c (5; plus one single
that appears to be unused), 10c (19), 20c (18), 40c (14), 80c (3). Also six covers with addressee name
obliterated by ink and some forgeries not counted. Mixed condition throughout, the odd clever forgery
or fake cancel, etc. to be expected, a nice range of cancels and shades to be found. An affordable lot
for someone wishing to begin studying these challenging classic stamps. High catalogue value.
Est. 2,000.00+
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1626 ~ ITALIAN STATES-NAPLES, ROMAGNA, PARMA AND MODENA Mint / Used Group
Displayed in two small stockbooks, including Modena with 24 mint or used; Naples with 33 used
stamps from ½g to 20g and 9 covers either franked with 1g or 2g stamp; plus a selection of 18
forgeries; Parma with 33 stamps and Romagna with 15 stamps, all but two mint or unused. Condition
is mixed but noticed many nice sound examples.
Est. 500.00+

1627 ~ ITALIAN STATES-SICILY 1859 Ferdinand II Grouping Displayed in a small stockbook, mint /
unused or used including ½g (3), 1g (6), 2g (13; plus a single on 1859 cover), 5g (5), 10g, 20g (2) and
50g (2). A couple forgeries not counted; mixed condition as expected but a useful selection for further
study, plating, etc.
Est. 500.00+

1628 ~ ITALIAN STATES-NEAPOLITAN PROVINCES 1861 King Victor Emmanuel II Assortment
Housed in a small stockbook, consisting of mint or unused (first number) and used (second number);
½t (4;1), ½g (1 ; 4), 1g (3 ; 3), 2g (7 ; 9), 5g (8 - includes mint block of six ; 11); 10g (1 ; 5), 20g (5 ;
3); 50g (2 ; 0). Mixed condition throughout, some fake cancels OR altered stamp, etc. to be expected,
still a FINE lot for study.
Est. 500.00+
1629 ~ ITALY 1862-1920s Selection Several dozen in a small stockbook, note 1863 15c (type II) used CDS
strip of three, 1891 5c green Arms mint OG, 1901 25c ultra vertical mint pair, top stamp LH with
crease, lower stamp NH, 1909 15c slate black mint OG, 1910 (April) 5c & 10c Garibaldi mint NH and
1910 (Dec.) 5c & 10c mint OG; includes back-of-book and some Offices Abroad. Also 5c green (Scott
64) with faked inverted surcharge on newspaper fragment (2012 Sismondo cert.). Condition is mixed
to Fine or better
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 600.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1630
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1634

ITALY 1929 UPU Congress Presenation Booklet Card covers with gold inscriptions, light soiling to
covers, contains seven complete resh mint NH sets with #175-177, 178-183, 188-191, key 201-210,
B20-B33. A scarce item, Fine booklet, stamps F-VF NH (Scott Classic 2012 US$1,060) Est. 200.00

1631 ~ JAMAICA 1860-1952 Mint / Used Collection On Scott album pages, a total of 153 stamps (91 are
mint), includes better items, high values, etc. A few small flaws noted, mostly Fine or better. (Scott
2012 US$2,031)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 400.00
1632 ~ JAMAICA 1863-1970 Mint / Used Collection In black mounts identified on blank Scott album
pages, several dozen different, mostly used in Victorian era and mint after; overall Fine on earlies and
Fine to Very Fine from KGV to QEII. Owner's Scott 2011 value $1,007. (Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00
1633 ~

JAMAICA Numeral Grid Cancel Collection Identified by numbers on pages from 'A01' to 'F95',
also a few circular datestamps. Total of 148 stamps from all QV issues. Strikes range from light to
very clear; condition is mixed. A good starting point for further specialization.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00+

1634 

JAPAN 1929 UPU Congress, London Presentation Booklet Card cover, lace bound with "Souvenir
du IXe Congres Postal Universel de Londres 1929" on front, contains 22 different stamps each affixed
within a gold border and affixed to pages, including better 1924 5y & 10y Empress Jingo high values.
Also two beautiful multi-coloured picture postcards illustrating the 1928 Emperor Coronation. Hint of
ageing on covers and minor bend at upper left, content are fresh, scarce and attractive, F-VF (Scott
Classic 2012 US$820 for stamps alone)
Est. 250.00+

1635 ~ KENYA, UGANDA, TANGANIKA 1921-1952 Mint / Used Collection On Scott pages with a total
of 93 stamps (57 mint and 36 used), note mint #8, 9, 58, used #5, 33, 54a, 59, etc. The odd flaw,
mainly Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$1,547)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00
1636 ~ LAGOS 1874-1905 Mint / Used Collection Displayed on Scott pages, with a total of 48 stamps (16
mint, 32 used, note mint #1, 17, 38, unused #10, used #58, 59, etc. A few flawed stamps (some not
counted) but overall Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$1,584)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00
1637 ~ LEEWARD ISLANDS 1890-1951 Collection On Scott pages,109 different mint and 13 used, noted
better values such as mint #1-8, 46-57, 58, 59, 83, 114a, 115b; used #40, 60, 82, 115, etc. The odd
flaw, overall nice condition, Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012 US$2,105)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 400.00+
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LEEWARD ISLANDS 1890-1954 Clean Collection In black mounts and identified on blank Scott
album pages, mostly mint issues and with nice run of KEVII and KGV issues including high values,
also similar displayed mint collection of Montserrat on pages from 1935 to 1968, stamps often NH.
Overall nice quality, Fine to Very Fine Owner's Scott 2011 Leeward Islands US$949; Montserrat
US$138.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00+

1639 ~ MAURITIUS 1859-1967 Mint / Used Collection In black mounts and identified on blank Scott
album pages with several dozen different, mostly used prior to 1912 and mint thereafter; a few earlies
in mixed condition but generally Fine or better, Owner's Scott 2011 value $1,300.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00
1640 

MONTENEGRO Virtually Complete 1874-1918 Collection On Palo pages, a total of 157 different
(only 6 are used), includes complete 1874 Early, Middle and Late printings mint, back of book issues,
etc. Seldom seen so comprehensive and in nice quality, Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2012 US$1,112)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 350.00+

1641 

MONTSERRAT 1876-1951 Mainly Mint Collection On Scott pages with 123 different mint and 6
used, includes better such as mint #1-2, 12-21, 42, 54-74, 75-84, 92a-101a; used # 29, 30, 31, etc.
Generally Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012 US$1,501)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00+

1642 ~ NETHERLANDS 1852-1867 Early Issues Selection in small stockbook, predominantly used;
includes 1852 First issue (52, a few are unused), 1864 (10), 1867 (39), also some later plus Neth.
Indies #1 sound used and a small group of Luxembourg earlies. Mixed condition with sound examples
included.
Est. 400.00+
1643 ~ NEVIS 1861-1890 Collection On Scott pages, 151 mint or unused plus 9 used stamps, noted mint
#18, 19, 24, 26, 30; unused #17, 20, 22; used #3, 4, 7, 8, 31, 32, etc. A few flaws noted, generally Fine
or better. (Scott 2012 US$2,263)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 400.00+

1644 

NEW REPUBLIC 1886-1887 Mint Issues Includes mint #1/18, missing usual #1A and #11 to
complete, mint #10b, 59-65, 59a, 60a, used #42b on piece. The odd flaw but nice quality for these
elusive stamps (high value 30sh being NH). A difficult group to assemble, Fine to Very Fine (Scott
2012 US$2,715)
Est. 1,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1645 ~
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NEW ZEALAND 1850s-1870s "Chalon" Queen Victoria Selection of 120 examples displayed in a
small stockbook, from the One penny to the One shilling with various postmarks, printings, etc.
Majority are used and quality as expected is mixed, but sound examples are also included. A good
reference lot for studying this popular classic issue.
Est. 600.00+

1646 ~ NIGER COAST PROT. 1892-1898 Mint / Used Collection Displayed on Scott album pages, with
24 different mint stamps and four used. Overall Fine or better (Scott 2012 US$644)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 125.00+
1647 ~ NIGERIA Mint / Used 1914-1951 Collection Mounted or in mounts on Scott pages, with a total of
73 different stamps (27 are used), includes Scott mint #40a, 64c, also used #10, 11, 17, 31, etc. Overall
Fine or better (Scott 2012 US$861)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 150.00+
1648 ~ NORTH WEST PACIFIC ISLANDS Mint / Used Selection Includes 23 different, some used CDS
displayed on page, mainly Fine or better (Scott 2012 US$349), also a few stamps from Papua
(US$104).
(Not Illustrated) Est. 100.00
1649 ~ NORTHERN NIGERIA 1900-1912 Collection Mounted or in mounts on two Scott pages, with a
total of 51 different stamps (47 are mint), noted mint #1-9 (10sh with some toning at top, otherwise
fresh), #19-26, used #52, etc. Generally Fine to Very Fine (Scott 2012 US$1,299)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 250.00+
1650 ~ NYASALAND 1908-1950 Mint / Used Collection Mounted or in mounts on Scott pages, a total of
105 different stamps (23 are used). Better such as mint #1-10, 37, 54-67 (NH), used #24 (£10 KGV,
revenue cancel, CV as such $250), etc. Overall quality is Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012 US$2,337)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 600.00+
1651 ~ ORANGE RIVER COLONY Comprehensive 1868-1908 Collection Displayed on Scott pages, a
total of 85 different mostly mint stamps, we note better catalogued items and one page with many
Scott listed overprint / surcharge varieties, elusive stamps, etc. The odd flaw to be expected, generally
Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012 US$1,529)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 400.00+
1652 

PAKISTAN 1/19, 1947 3p/25r King George VI Definitive Issue Lovely fresh and selected mint set
of 19; less 1a3p (a local issued stamp), all with full original gum, VF NH (SG 1-19 £170)
(Illustrated on Website) 194.30

1653 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA C1c, 1929-1930 3p Black & Blue Green "Lakatoi", Watermark Crown
over A (sideways), Perf 14 A stunning horizontal mint pair, the major error -- overprinted "AIR
MAIL" on right stamp only, left shows only a trace of black ink. According to Robson Lowe only
eight examples of this error exist; fresh colours, original gum with small hinge remnant, pencil signed
Sergio Sismondo on reverse. A very desirable airmail rarity, F-VF OG; 2012 Sismondo cert. (SG 114a
£7,000)
6,500.00
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1654 ~ PORTUGAL Assortment of Early Issues Mostly used with a total of 32 stamps including used #1
small thin and close margins, #4 (faults), 16, 18, 21, 22, 26, 33, 49, unused #12, etc. A few odds &
ends including Portuguese India "Native" issues with Scott #25 mint block of 12, Scott #20 mint block
of four, etc. Condition throughout ranges from mixed to fine or better. (Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+
1655 ~ RHODESIA 1924-1953 Collection Mounted or in mounts on Scott album pages, includes Northern
Rhodesia ($552) with a total of 51 different stamps (42 mint and 9 used) noting Scott mint #16, used
CDS #8 and 9; and Southern Rhodesia ($807) with a total of 90 different stamps (87 mint and 3 used)
noting better valued items such as Scott mint #1-14, 16-30 (plus perforation varieties), etc. Generally
Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012 US$1,359)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00+

1656 ~ ROMANIA 1859-1872 Assortment of Early Classics Small stockbook with an unusually
comprehensive selection of these early issues, starts with Moldavia 1859 issues (9) including 80pa red
on piece and 40pa with socked-on-nose Fokschani CDS, Moldavia-Walachia (32 various mint / used)
plus 1864 6pa sheet of 40 with sideways cliché on centre row; Romania 1865-1872 period with 23
mint or unused and 41 used stamps. Condition varies greatly from mixed to very fine; the odd reprint
or forgery, a useful lot for study.
Est. 500.00+
1657

RUSSIA Folded entire lettersheet with "Odessa August 18th 1828" dateline, sent to Atherstone,
Warwickshire with British circular (SE 16 1828) datestamp on reverse; letter written during the RussoTurkish War (1828-1829) in connection with a British Expedition sent to Russia to look after their
interests during the Greek War of Independence (1821-1830). A neat cover with interesting historical
content. Fine
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 200.00+

1658 

RUSSIA Presention Booklet Card covers with lace binding, French inscriptions on front (appears to
have been prepared for the UPU Congress London, 1929), a total 20 pages containing 81 different
stamps all neatly affixed to pages, includes regular issues, semi-postals, airmails and dues issued
during mid to late 1920s. Outside covers with signs of ageing but the pages and stamps are fresh, a
scarce presentation book, VF (Catalogue US$554 for stamps alone)
Est. 150.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1659 

SAAR 17a, 1920 1m Carmine Rose with "Sarre" Inverted Overprint, Perf 14 A fresh well
centered single with full original gum, lightly hinged (certificate mentions: "apparently never
hinged"). A nice stamp, VF LH; 2010 Sismondo cert.
750.00

1660 

SAAR 19, 1920 2pf Grey King Ludwig III, Watermark Marblezied Pattern Lovely fresh and well
centered mint single with "SARRE" overprint in black and full original gum; small "beetle" (Dr. Dub)
guarantee backstamp and a key stamp, VF LH (Michel A31 € 1,100)
1,000.00

1661 

SAAR B64a, 1948 Flood Relief Imperforate souvenir sheet of four, pristine fresh and with full
original gum, never hinged. Seldom seen in nice condition, VF NH (Scott US$260 for hinged; Michel
Block 1 € 900)
Est. 500.00

1662 ~ SAAR Clean and Comprehensive 1920-1957 Collection Displayed on Lighthouse hingeless pages
starting with First issue and well represented to mid-1950s, mainly mint but some used noted in
places. Includes as well most semi-postal sets, airmails and postage dues. Noted better values and sets
such as Scott #37 used CDS, #38 (5m deep blue) mint hinged, #39 (10m yellow green) mint single;
three 1947 First printing surcharges such as 10c on 2pf used, 3f on 15pf mint OG & 4f on 16pf used
(Scott 175a, 179a, 180a), also key semi-postals with B9-B14 used CDS, B9-B15 mint, B23-B29 mint,
B30-B36 mint, C12 mint NH, etc. The odd flaw, but overall nice condition throughout, Fine to Very
Fine (Scott 2013 US$5,323)
Est. 1,250.00+
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1663 ~ SAAR 1920-1934 Mint / Used Collection On Lighthouse hingeless pages, a total of 234 stamps (136
mint and 98 used stamps), noting mint #1-17, 39, 136, B30-B53, used #98, B54-B60 etc. A few small
flaws, overall Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$2,378)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00
1664 ~ ST. CHRISTOPHER 1870-1888 Collection Displayed in mounts Scott pages, 18 mint or unused and
4 used stamps, note mint or unused #1, 2, 13 (BPA cert.), 16, 17c, 19, 19a, 20, 21, 22, used #10, 11,
etc. The odd flaw but generally Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$1,684)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 350.00
1665 

ST. KITTS-NEVIS 1903-1952 Mainly Mint Collection On Scott pages, 108 different mint plus 8
used, well represented -- only a few missing for completion. The odd flaw but overall Fine to Very
Fine. (Scott 2012 US$1,050)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 250.00

1666 ~ ST. LUCIA 1864-1951 Mainly Mint Collection On Scott album pages,151 mint and 11 used stamps,
noted mint #34, 36, 38, 39, various KEVII to KGVI mint sets, used #23, etc. The odd flaw, overall
Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$2,332)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00
1667 ~ ST. VINCENT Valuable Mint / Used 1861-1952 Collection On Palo pages, 142 different mint and
33 used, several better such as mint #12, 39, 51, 62-89; unused #4, 38; used #10, 16, 17, 23, 27, 37,
etc. A few flaws noted but generally Fine or better on pre-1897 issues increasing to F-VF thereafter.
(Scott 2012 US$4,987)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 1,000.00

1668 

SAMOA 110, 1914 "1 Shillings" on 1m Carmine Kaiser's Yacht Well centered mint single, small
gum thin at upper right corner, otherwise full original gum and relatively lightly hinged. A scarce
stamp with only 100 printed, VF OG; 2012 Sismondo cert. (SG 110 £3,250)
3,000.00
The stamp shows a non-constant printing flaw -- a truncation of the period after "I". This may have
been the result of a corner foldover of the sheet.

1669 ~ SERBIA Selection of 1866-1869 Mint / Used Includes 1866 Coat of Arms, nine examples (printings,
etc.), 1866-1869 Prince Michael III with 26 mint or used stamps, etc. Mixed to Fine condition, seldom
seen material.
Est. 200.00+
1670 

SEYCHELLES Virtually All Mint 1890-1953 Collection Mounted or in mounts on Scott pages, 149
different mint stamps, includes better such as mint #1-21 (plus dies), 22-26, 33-37, 37a, 38-48, 74-89,
91/114 (ex #97, 99), 125/148 (ex #137, 144), etc. Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012 US$2,006)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00+

1671 ~ SIERRA LEONE Comprehensive 1859-1953 Mint / Used Collection Displayed on Scott pages, a
total of 151 different stamps (12 are used), note better items such as mint #1a, 6, 16 (unused) 20, 3445, 75, 90-101, 137, 140-151, also used #7, 8a, 9a, etc. The odd flaw but overall nice condition, F-VF.
(Scott 2012 US$2,444)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1672 ~ SINGAPORE 1948-2002 Mint / Used Selection Identified and organized on black stockpages,
mainly mint NH or used. Noted 1955 & 1963 Definitive NH sets, etc. Overall F-VF (Scott 2010
US$1,053)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00+
1673 ~ SOMALILAND Mint / Used 1903-1951 Collection On Scott pages with 107 different mint and 14
used stamps, noted mint #1-13, 19, 51-63, 64-76, O1-O5, etc. Overall nice quality, Fine to Very Fine.
(Scott 2012 US$1,156)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00

1674 ~

SOUTH AFRICA Early Colonial Stamps Interesting selection of Natal 1857-1858 Embossed issues
with Scott design A1-A4 3p (11 plus one on cover), 6p (2), 9p (3), 1sh (4), design A5 1p (6). Mostly
mixed used condition, some reprints / forgeries to be found. Also Cape of Good Hope "Triangles" (11
stamps and 5 covers; one stampless), a few used stamps from Griqualand West, etc. Needs careful
inspection. Offered as is.
Est. 500.00+

1675 

SOUTH GEORGIA Clean Mint / NH Collection Well covered from 1963 to 1992 (also includes
Falkland KGVI overprinted set of 8 NH), fresh mint and NH except for 1971-2 surcharge set (LH), VF
(Scott 2012 US$540)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 150.00+

1676 ~ SOUTHERN NIGERIA 1901-1912 Collection On two Scott album pages, a total of 43 different
stamps (9 are used), includes mint #1-9 (10sh with glassine interleave adhered to gum), #30, 42, 43,
used #29, etc. Overall nice condition, F-VF. (Scott 2012 US$1,011)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 200.00+

October 27th, 2012
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1677 

SPAIN 1929 UPU Congress Presentation Booklet Card covers with hingeless sleeves inside (some
unglued and warped from age), 13 different sets mostly 1929 Seville & Barcelona Exhibition omnibus
series with Colonies. Also Spanish Morocco King Alfonso XIII "A 000,000" set of 14 (4p UNLISTED
in Scott, with diagonal overprint), also nice Spanish Guinea Scott 1-12 F-VF NH set, etc. Several
stamps (mainly lower denominations) with faults from storage in the booklet, however stamps are
fresh with full OG, never hinged. Centering as expected for these is Fine or better (Scott Classic 2012
US$2,543)
Est. 500.00+

1678 

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS A51, India 1854 1a Red, Die I, Imperforate Large margined example
with centrally struck octagonal B / 147 (used in Penang) cancellation in black, scarce and VF (SG Z21
£225)
Est. 200.00+

1679 ~ SUDAN 1897-1941 Collection Mounted or in mounts on Palo album pages, a total of 143 different
stamps (19 are used), noted better surcharges, good airmails, and perforated and overprinted officials.
A few stamps with toning but overall Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012 US$1,160)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00+
1680 ~ SWITZERLAND Comprehensive 1850-1999 Collection Starts with three used "Rayons", 18541907 Helvetia & Numeral with 97 different mainly used, plus 5r yellow brown "Streubel" pair and
single with good to large margins on August 1856 cover from Fribourg. Regular issues from 1907 to
1999 are well represented including better such as 1934 NABA mint souvenir sheet, semi-postals
stamps complete from 1913 to 1988 either mint or used, plus a few souvenir sheets such as 1936
Herdsman block of four souvenir sheets (B80a) used with Bern 30.XI.36 cancels, trivial scuff spot and
nick in lower margin otherwise nice condition for this, 1951 LUBANA mint, etc. Airmails noting
precursor Zumstein I 50c Aarau on 6.IV.13 postcard with regular 5c green to Geneva, also Zumstein II
50c Basel on 9.III.13 postcard, light toning, with regular 5c green to Dubendorf; postage dues, a nice
selection of officials, etc. Condition is mixed to Fine or better on pre-1907 issues and increases to Fine
to Very Fine afterward. High catalogue value.
Est. 1,000.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1681 ~ SWITZERLAND 1847-1881 Selection of Mainly Used Early Issues Displayed in a small stockbook
with a few Cantonals and some early 1850-1852 Federal Administration "Rayon" (20), Streubel 18541862 (52 stamps and 3 covers) and Sitting Helvetia 1862-1881 (31). Mixed condition and light
duplication throughout, fine sound examples are to be found, a useful lot for reference and study. High
catalogue value.
Est. 500.00+
1682 ~ SWITZERLAND 1852 to late 1990s Collection Displayed on pages with several hundred different,
note a nice used 1852 15r vermilion (Scott 12), selection Helvetia & Numeral with 42 different mostly
used; nice run of mint or used issues from 1907 to late 1990s including better 1945 PAX used set, also
semi-postals from 1913 to 1980s, some airmails, postage dues and officials. A useful lot for starting a
new collection. Condition is mixed to Fine on earlier issues, generally Fine to Very Fine after 1907.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 400.00+
1683 ~ TANGANYIKA 1921-1931 Collection Displayed on Scott album pages, with 41 different stamps
(only a couple are used); three fiscal cancelled stamps not counted nor catalogued (includes the £1
KGV). Overall nice quality, Fine to Very Fine. (Scott 2012 US$515)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 100.00+

1684 ~ THAILAND Neat Selection of 1883-1928 Issues Housed in a small stockbook with 101 stamps,
emphasis on the 1889-1899 surcharges (64 stamps mostly used) noting scarcer "1 atts" on 64a mint
(Scott 68a). Light duplication and some flaws, overall Fine to Very Fine, well worth a closer look.
Est. 500.00+
1685 ~ TOBAGO 1879-1896 Collection On Palo pages, 12 mint stamps (a couple no gum) plus 10 used.
Noted Scott #5 regummed with 1988 PF cert., used #11, etc. A few stamps with flaws noted (some not
counted), generally Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$1,756)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 350.00

1686 ~

TRINIDAD 12, 1858 (1p) Deep Slate Blue "Britannia" (Lithographed) on Thin White Wove
Paper, Imperforate A choice used single with light cancel and four large margins; pencil signed
Sergio Sismondo on reverse, VF; 2012 Sismondo cert. (SG 18 £650)
500.00
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1687 ~ TRINIDAD 1851-1909 Mint / Used Collection On Palo pages, 47 different mint and 36 used stamps
(also a few not counted nor catalogued), note mint #17, unused #15, used #8 small stain and touching
at left to clear - large margins, used #37, etc. Some small flaws to be expected but generally Fine or
better. (Scott 2012 US$3,129)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 600.00
1688 ~ TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 1913-1951 Mint / Used Collection On Palo pages, 51 mint and 41 used
stamps, noted mint #10, 11, 19, 20; used CDS #J8, etc. The odd flaw but generally Fine or better.
(Scott 2012 US$1,231)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00

1689 

TURKS ISLANDS 26, 1881 (Setting 9) 2½p on 1sh Dull Blue, No Watermark, Perf 11-12 Unused
example, usual rough perfs and centering, shows Gibbons Type 25 surcharge, Fine; 2002 APS cert.
(SG 38 £950)
1,500.00

1690 ~ TURKS ISLANDS 1867-1895 Collection On Palo album pages with 20 different unused or mint and
4 used, includes seven different provisionals. A few small flaws but includes several elusive stamps,
generally Fine or better. (Scott 2012 US$1,449)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00
1691 

UGANDA 1896-1902 Collection Includes Typeset 1a to 5r unused set (1a thin "1" and 2a with trivial
thin, otherwise VF) and 1898-1902 Queen Victoria mint set of 8. F-VF (Scott 2012 US$849)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 300.00+

1692 

USA 1929 UPU Congress Presentation Booklet Green leather covers with Post Office Department
gold embossed seal on front, marble finish inside, contains ten pages with glassine interleaves showing
French text, presented to the 1929 UPU Congress, London. Contains the following issues: #551-573,
622-623, 627-628, 643-645, 649-651, C4-C11, E12-E14 and QE1-QE4. Covers and contents are in an
excellent state of preservation, scarce, F-VF NH (Catalogue US$1,790 for stamps alone) Est. 750.00

1693 

USA Interesting Lot of Varieties On individual retail pages, 78 different mostly mint NH and from
post-1950 era with various misperfs, colour shifts, over or underinking, ink smears, etc. VF, Inspect.
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 250.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
1694 
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VIRGIN ISLANDS Clean Mint 1866-1952 Collection On Palo pages,115 different, a few earlies
without gum, well represented including #1-5, 7-20, 20a, then complete from #21 to #113, etc. Overall
F-VF. (Scott 2012 US$2,179)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00+

1695 ~ ZANZIBAR Comprehensive 1895-1952 Collection Displayed on Scott pages, a total of 205
different stamps (36 used are), includes better such as mint #14, 16, 32-35, 37, 38-52, 54, 55, 56-61B,
91-93, 134, 155, Postage Dues (21 different), also used #12, 26, etc. Overall nice quality, F-VF. (Scott
2012 US$2,963)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 750.00+
1696 ~ ZULULAND Mint / Used Selection on Album Page Includes seven mint and nine used stamps, all
different. Noted mint #9, 12a, 13, 21, etc. Overall Fine or better (Scott 2012 US$546)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 150.00+

LARGE LOTS AND COLLECTIONS
1697 ~ BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Accumulation of Queen Victoria Era Issues Housed in one larger
and two small stockbooks and on additional stockpages and cards: includes Antigua, British Guiana
with 1860-1875 Ships (31), Scott #11c three large margins, sound, Demerara 1854 datestamp, Egypt
(32 "Sphinx"), Falkland Islands, Gambia #2 used (1975 BPA cert.), Grenada early issues including
Scott #34a unused, Heligoland, Hong Kong with used 1862 No wmk 2c to 48c, 1863-1880 Crown CC
with 34 used stamps mixed condition but includes shades, mostly 'B62' cancels and some sound
examples, etc., a nice run of Jamaica with various cancels, Malta 1860-1882 (31 ½p buff / orange with
shades), Mauritius #17 used (repaired), also a 1857 folded cover from Mauritius with 1p latest
impression pair on bluish paper (faults) cancelled and may not originate to cover, St. Helena, St.
Vincent (67 early issues with #1 used, #5 mint block of four), Trinidad ("Britannia" - 26 stamps), etc.
Also various more recent issues on cards, noting Ascension #23-32 used set, Bermuda #97 nice
Hamilton CDS (light crease), Falkland #54-63 mint, Gilbert & Ellice Is. #27-31 used, Hong Kong
#105 used, etc. Quality on Victoria era is mainly mixed, but many sound examples are to be found.
A Fine lot worth close inspection.
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 1,500.00+
1698 ~ BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Assortment of Modern Issues Small stockbook with various mint
or used sets, souvenir sheets, notably Alderney, Christmas Island, Cocos including better mint NH
1990-1991 provisional surcharges set of 7 (Scott #225-236 cat. $314), etc. Clean throughout and VF
(Not Illustrated) Est. 250.00+
1699 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Assortment of Mint NH Issues Displayed in a few stockbooks and
dozens of album pages, loose in new issue glassines, envelopes, etc. Emphasis on the 1977 Silver
Jubilee and 1981 Royal Wedding, duplication noted, but includes souvenir sheets, miniature panes,
some worldwide countries and odd & ends. Worth a look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 350.00+

1700 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 1935 Silver Jubilee Omnibus Mint set of 249 stamps, only
missing British Forces in Egypt, partial gum toning from storage in an old stockbook but noted various
NH sets. Also includes 1937 Coronation sets in glassine envelopes.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00

1701 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Royal Events Commemorative Collections Total of 24 albums,
special presentation folders and printed albums consisting of; 1937 Coronation, 1953 Coronation,
1972 Silver Wedding, 1973 Royal Wedding, 1977 Silver Jubilee, 1978 25th Anniversary of
Coronation, 1981 Royal Wedding, etc. Mostly mint or mint NH stamps shown, but also noted gutter
pairs, booklets, souvenir sheets and miniature sheets, and first day covers.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

1702 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH Royal Events Presensation Collection Housed in 15 red and
silver padded Gibbons binders in mounts on album pages including 1972 Royal Wedding, 1977 Silver
Jubilee, 1978 25th Anniversary of Coronation, 1981 Royal Wedding (gutter pairs), 1982 Royal Baby
(3 volumes), 1982 Princess of Wales (3 volumes), 1985 Queen Mother (2 volumes), 1986 60th
Birthday of Queen (3 volumes; gutter pairs, singles and third volume with FDC), 1986 Royal
Wedding. An attractive lot, mint stamps appears all NH and chiefly VF (Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+

1703 

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH 1981 Royal Wedding Collection Housed in nine beige padded
presentation binders, from Aitutaki to Zil Eloigne Sesel, including participating Foreign countries.
Includes numerous sheetlets, souvenir sheets, booklets, surcharges and overprints, some varieties, etc.
Majority being mint NH; some light duplication in places, but a very comprehensive commemorative
collection, routinely VF NH
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+
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1704 ~ WORLDWIDE Extensive Air Post Mint / Used Collection Few hundred different mostly in sets
mint (including NH) or used, generally 1930s-1960s, a wealth of countries represented from Andorra
to Yugoslavia, noting better France and Colonies, Newfoundland (including 1930 DO-X and 1933
Balbo airmails), Russia, USA, etc. Includes many $50 and up stamps and sets. All carefully identified
and catalogued by previous owner on cards, ideal for an internet or show dealer. Generally clean F-VF
quality, (Scott 2010 US$11,677)
(Not Illustrated) Est. 2,000.00+
1705 ~ WORLDWIDE Scandinavia First Issues Interesting lot of early issues with small selection of
Iceland, Finland (note 5k blue large pearls on wove, pen and town cancels); Denmark 1851 4rs large
margined used strip of 3, 1857 16s grey lilac mint single with cert., better Norway (92 stamps 18551868) including 1855 4r blue (11 copies), 1857 2s yellow (5); Sweden 1855-1866 Arms (49) many
nice postmarks, etc. Quality ranges from mixed to fine or better. Inspect.
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 1,000.00+
1706 ~ WORLDWIDE Balance of Consignment An eclectic group of stamps and covers, in small
stockbooks, stockpages and cards. Noted Canada covers and postcards mostly from Small Queen era
including House of Commons postmarked covers; emphasis on Worldwide with small stockbooks
containing Spain and Nepal early issues, Turkey first issues on stockpage, early USA mostly pre-1875
on stockpages and some covers in mixed condition, group of early Iran and Liberia (mostly forgeries
or reprints), various Victor Emmanuel II 1850s government printed releases, a springback album with
India & States used collection from Victoria era to 1950s (overall foxing), Great Britain #1 and #2
used single in separate presentation folders, various Asian countries early issues, etc. An interesting
lot, well worth a closer look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,000.00+
1707 ~ WORLDWIDE Old Time Collection as Received Housed in ten binders on quadrilled pages with
many hundred different mint or used stamps, from wide range of countries and colonies, mainly from
1890 (also earlier) to 1940s. Noted better showing of Belgium with a few souvenir sheets, various
French Colonies including St. Pierre & Miquelon "France Libre" issues (25 different mint), Hungary,
Italy + Aegean Islands and Colonies, Latin America, Romania, Switzerland, etc. Noted inexpensive,
yet seldom seen stamps, selected postmarks, also two vintage stamp albums (very few stamps inside).
Inspect.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 600.00+
1708 ~ WORLDWIDE Latin America Early Classics Displayed in a small stockbook, various countries
represented notably Argentina, Brazil (24), Chile (26 "Colon"), Mexico, Peru and Uruguay. Mostly
first and second issues including better such as Argentina #7 used (2), #8 used, Brazil #2b sound used
CDS, #28 pair appears unused, small thin, Uruguay #2 unused with usual margins, #6 mint OG, etc.
Condition throughout is mixed to fine or better
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00+
1709 ~ WORLDWIDE Consignment as Received In four cartons with various albums, stockbooks,
envelopes, etc., many hundreds partially organized including mint / used collections of USA, United
Nations, Great Britain, Australia, New Caledonia, general Worldwide, etc. Includes USA & GB FDCs,
US plate blocks, etc. Noted better sets and stamps in places. One box contains various collector's
stamp supplies.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00
1710 ~ WORLDWIDE Miscellaneous Grouping Includes three 1929 UPU Congress presentation booklets
for San Marino, Belgium and Belgian Congo, noting better Belgium Scott #212-215, B69-B77, E1-E5
NH sets among others, latter booklet with stamps mounted on pages, Sudan mint NH issues; odd &
ends with used late Victorian & KEVII era India, New Zealand, Victoria, etc. Inspect.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00+
1711 

WORLDWIDE Special Thematic Presentation Albums Lot of 21 items, some in presentation card
filing box with various display of mint NH stamps, privately prepared First Day covers and theme
cards showing range of thematics such as aviation, space, WWF (world wildlife fund; five volumes),
flowers, fish, art, coin / medal encased first day covers, "The Story of Canada" (4 volumes), 1980
Moscow Olympic Games (2 volumes), birds, etc. High original retail cost.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

1712 

WORLDWIDE Mint / Used Collection Housed in four Blue Scott International Albums, wide range
of countries from A to Z, from early issues to late 1940s. Includes better Cuba, Malaya, Nigeria and
several little known colonies and countries. Generally Fine or better
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+
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1713 ~ PROVINCES Mint / Used Assortment On stockpages, cards and album pages, highlights include
New Brunswick #1 sound but into design on one side, #6-11 (most with OG); Nova Scotia Pence
issues in mixed condition with #1 unused small faults at top, #2/3 (6 used), #4 (2), #5 (3; couple with
VF appearance), #6 no margins on three sides, "Cents" plate proofs (18 different; six are in pairs), #11
8½c green on white paper mint NH sheet of 100, couple marginal faults; PEI #1 and #2 both genuine
with OG, reperf on one or two sides, #9 1870 4p black on white paper, two mint NH sheets of 30 (one
with light foxing); Newfoundland with #7 used repaired fault at right, etc. Mixed to Fine throughout, a
useful lot.
Est. 2,000.00+

1714 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 16, 1869 25c on 3p Orange Coat of Arms, Watermark Crown CC, Perf
12½ An attractive mint example, quite well centered for the issue with deep rich colour, intact
perforations and showing small part original gum; a tough stamp to find, F-VF; 2012 PF cert. 1,500.00

1715

BRITISH COLUMBIA A choice private envelope with Wells, Fargo & Co's Express / Domestic
Frank / 1884 / Paid Over All Our Lines Within the United States / Victoria, Vancouver Is. overprint in
blue franked with Canada 3c orange Small Queen (Scott 37), well centered and tied by light oval
Wells, Fargo & Co / Victoria datestamp in violet circa 1884, addressed to San Francisco, California;
no backstamp as customary. An attractive cover, very seldom sean this nice VF
Est. 500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1716
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BRITISH COLUMBIA, USA Postage Stamps Franking, 1863 Cover mailed from Victoria,
Vancouver Island to Oldham, England, from the renowned Andrew Woolcraft correspondence, mailed
via San Francisco, New York and Liverpool; overall cover ageing, weak lower corners and some
soiling as to be expected. This cover paid the very rare 29c US stamps + 5c Colonial rate, for a total of
34c, franked single 24c red lilac and pair of the 3c rose (overpaid by 1c) and long oval "POST
OFFICE PAID VICTORIA" frank, denoting 5c Colonial postage paid; stamps cancelled or tied to
cover by cogwheel cancels in black, with clear San Francisco (MAY 18), light New York circular in
red and neat Liverpool (25 JU 63) in red transit postmarks and also light Oldham (JU 26) receiver
backstamp. An impressive and very rare Trans-Atlantic franking, ideal for exhibition, Fine
Est. 4,000.00+
The large oval handstamp was first in use around February 1863 and for three years its use almost
replaced Colonial adhesive stamps at the Victoria post office. It was usually impressed on the left
hand side, to permit addition of US postage stamps in the upper right corner.
After lengthy research, we were only able to find one similar franked cover, ex. R.V.C. Carr
collection, Firby Auctions, January 2000, Lot 227; two stamps being noticeably faulty and described
as "A very rare rating & probably unique."

1717 P

NEW BRUNSWICK 6-11, 1860 1c-17c "Cents" Issue Complete set of six plate proof singles on
card mounted india paper; a selected set, VF
Est. 300.00
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NEW BRUNSWICK Two different Official Letters OHMS GPO envelopes to Hampton Ferry, one
from St. John (JA 19 1851) signed PMG J. Howe with circular ON POST OFFICE BUSINESS /
FREE cancel; other from Fredericton with dotted box C. Connell (italic) handstamp and double circle
ON POST OFFICE BUSINESS. Clear backstamps and usual file folds. Includes handwritten letter by
Postmaster General Charles Connell dated June 11 1859 and signed by him, respecting the suggested
removal of a post office from Hampton to Ossekeag Station. A neat trio.
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 250.00+

NOVA SCOTIA

1719 

1, 1853 1p Red Brown on Blue Wove Paper, Imperforate A handsome mint example of this very
scarce stamp, small to large margins all around, minute discoloured spot at right (negligible) otherwise
gorgeous fresh colour and clear impression, with small part original gum, an exceptional example, VF
OG; 1995 Greene cert.
8,000.00

1720

3, 1855 (November 12) Blue folded cover endorsed "Via Portland" from Halifax to Montreal, bearing
a 3p dark blue pair with clear to very large margins, tied by light oval mute grid cancels in black,
Halifax dispatch, St. John NB (NO 14) transit and clear Montreal (NO 17) receiver backstamp; light
horizontal file fold well away from stamps. Pays the very rare double weight interprovincial letter rate
to Canada; this franking consisting of two 3p is unrecorded, Very Fine
Est. 1,000.00+
In the comprehensive book "The Pence Covers of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick 1851-1860" by
Firby and Arfken, only two such rated covers to Canada are recorded; a single 6p yellow green dated
October 1853 to Montreal and the other with a single 6p dark green dated July 1858 to Toronto.
Also of interest, the letter clearly shows a nearly full TH SAUNDER(S & Co) papermaker's
watermark, which can be seen at times on the One shilling Heraldic.
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1721

1722

1721 ~

4, 1851 6p Yellow Green on Bluish Wove Paper, Imperforate A choice used example, brilliant
fresh colour and strong impression on pristine paper, surrounded by large margins all round, with light
unobtrusive oval mute grid cancellation. A superb stamp in all respects, XF
1,000.00+

1722 ~

4, 1851 6p Yellow Green on Bluish Wove Paper, Imperforate A choice used example with
adequate to very large margins, brilliant fresh colour and clear impression with large portion of mute
grid cancel in black, VF; 1978 PF cert.
1,000.00

1723

1724

1723 

6, 1857 1sh Reddish Purple on Bluish Wove Paper, Imperforate A rare unused example, margins
partially into design with couple trivial edge flaws along the "POSTAGE" tablet, otherwise clear
margins on other two sides with strong colour and impression on fresh paper. An affordable example
of this sought-after classic stamp, Fine appearance; 1994 Brandon cert.
Est. 2,000.00

1724 ~

6, 1857 1sh Reddish Violet on Bluish Wove Paper, Imperforate A lovely used example with fresh
vivid colour on bright wove paper, ample to large margins, two lightly struck oval mute grid
cancellations in black; pencil signed G. Gilbert on back. A sought-after classic stamp in exceptional
quality, VF; 1942 Gilbert and 2006 Greene Foundation certs.
7,000.00

1725 

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 3, 1861 6p Yellow Green on Yellowish Soft Wove Paper, Perf 9 A
nice mint single of this tremendously difficult stamp, showing characteristic irregular perforations
associated with the First Issue at foot but essentially sound, with full original gum that has been lightly
hinged and rarely seen as such, almost Very Fine centering for the issue.
4,000.00
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NEWFOUNDLAND

1726 P

1727

Plate 1, Paper 9, 1p Heraldic (1929) Perkins Bacon Trade Sample Proof printed in vivid red on thin
white diagonal mesh wove paper (0.004" thick), attractive and VF; 2012 Greene Foundation cert.
Est. 300.00

1728

1729

1727 F

1857-1860 Sperati 4p scarlet vermilion Reproduction "A" on white wove paper, with barred cancel
added; pencil signed "Jean de Sperati" on reverse. A deceptive forgery, ideal for reference. Est. 300.00

1728 F

1857-1860 Sperati 4p orange vermilion Reproduction "C" on thin wove paper, with two overlapping
barred cancels added; pencil signed "Jean de Sperati" on reverse. A dangerous forgery.
Est. 300.00

1729 F

1857-1860 Sperati 1sh orange vermilion Reproduction "B" on thin wove paper, large margins and
central barred cancel added; pencil signed "Jean de Sperati" on reverse. A well-executed forgery from
this infamous forger.
Est. 300.00

1730 P

27, 10c Prince Albert American Bank Note Trade Sample Proof engraved in rose red on white wove
paper, in choice condition, VF
Est. 250.00

1731 P

32APi, 1871 1c Violet Brown Prince of Wales Plate proof block of six in near issued colour on card
mounted india paper, showing full ABNC imprint in left margin, attractive, VF
(Illustrated on Page 47) Est. 300.00+

1732 P

35P, 6c Carmine Rose Plate plate proof block of six printed in issued colour on card mounted india
paper, showing full plate imprint in left margin, choice, VF
(Illustrated on Page 47) Est. 350.00+
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1731

1732

1733

1733 

55, 1894 5c Bright Blue Post office fresh and very well centered mint block of four, with full original
gum that has never been hinged. A scarce multiple to find in such nice condition, VF NH
900.00

1734

1735

1734 

55, 1894 5c Bright Blue Harp Seal Well selected mint single, very well centered, gorgeous fresh
colour and with full pristine original gum, XF NH
225.00+

1735 

60, 1890 3c Slate Queen Victoria Post office fresh mint single, well centered, unusually rich colour
and with full immaculate original gum; VF NH
150.00+
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1736 P

61-74, 1897 1c-60c Discovery of Newfoundland Complete set of plate proof singles in issued colours
on card mounted india paper; the 12c, 24c & 30c are on india, VF
Est. 400.00

1737 

61-74, 1897 1c-60c Discovery of Newfoundland Complete fresh mint set of fourteen issued stamps,
each with diagonal SPECIMEN overprint in red, reasonably centered and all with full original gum.
F-VF NH
Est. 750.00

1738

1739

1738 

103, 1911 15c Slate Green John Guy Issue (Engraved) Upper right corner mint block of four, lovely
fresh colour, hinged in top right selvedge only, leaving stamps with full original gum, never hinged; a
scarce multiple, VF NH
1,000.00

1739 

115, 1919 1c Green Caribou Unusually well centered mint plate block of eight, showing portion of
plate "2" number in right sheet margin - rare as practically all were trimmed off; upper right stamp
hinged, others NH. Very few exist, VF+
Est. 500.00
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1740 

198a, 1932-1937 30c Ultramarine (Perkins Bacon) Choice imperforate mint pair with large margins,
fresh with full original gum, never hinged; a key pair missing from most collections, XF NH 1,125.00

1741 P

234, 234a, 1937 3c Orange Brown Long Coronation Plate proof pairs (Die I & Die II) in noticeably
different shades, printed on unwatermarked bond paper, a seldom seen duo, VF
Est. 350.00+

1742

1745

1742 

C3, C3b, C3h, C3f, 1921 (November 7) 35c Red Halifax Airmail Positional mint block of four
showing four different overprint types (Positions 19-20, 24-25 in the setting of 25); full original gum,
very lightly hinged with lower left stamp being NH. A scarce multiple, F-VF
1,540.00

1743

C3d, 1921 (November 25) Envelope mailed from St. John's to Halifax, franked with 35c red, wide
spacing between "AIR" and "MAIL" and "1" of "1921" below "f" of "Halifax" (Position 4 of the
setting) tied by St. John's wavy line postmark; Halifax (FEB 4) backstamp. A nice usage of this better
overprint type, VF
(Illustrated on Page 50) Est. 400.00

1744

1929 (July 27) "Bluenose" First Flight Cover, franked 4c lilac rose (#148) tied by St. John's slogan,
clear circular Sydney, NS / Whitney Pier (JUL 29 1929) postmark on front. Harmer's "Newfoundland
Air Mails" (1984 edition) states: "A cover had been seen with a large circular Whitney Pier, Sydney,
N.S. receiver", attractive and very unusual, VF
(Illustrated on Page 50) Est. 100.00+

1745 

C12, 1932 (May 19) $1.50 on $1.00 Blue Dornier DO-X Flight Nicely centered mint single, pristine
fresh with full original gum, VF NH
700.00
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1743

1744

1746

1746

C18iv, 1933 (July 24) Balbo Flight cover mailed from St. John's to Rome, Italy and forwarded to
Bombay, India, franked with a well centered $4.50 on 75c bistre (Position 3 in setting of four), perf
13.8 neatly postmarked by customary St. John's (26 JUL 33) CDS, Balbo flight cachet in blue
alongside, Shoal Harbour transit split ring (JUL 27), Rome (12.8.33) arrival plus two different India
receivers; vertical cover fold away from stamp at right. A scarce cover to a very unusual destination,
VF
Est. 1,000.00

1747 ~ 1857-1947 Mint / Used Collection Displayed in a new Lindner hingeless album with slipcase, starting
with a few Pence issues such as mint #1 (1982 PF cert.), 11A, 17-23; 1865-1897 "Cents" with 24
different mint or unused and 13 used stamps; quite well represented from 1897 Cabot set to 1947
including #76 unused, 87-97 mint (2c, 12c & 15c are used), 98-103 VF LH set, 128 VF OG, 145-182
(1928-1931 Publicity sets), airmails with mint C2, C3a, C6-C11, etc. Also includes pages for
Provinces noting BC used #5, unused #7 & 9, NB, NS and PEI issues with NB & NS each with #1
used both with a crease, but VF appearance. Small flaws to expected on earlier issues, increases
afterward to Fine to Very Fine
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,250.00+
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1748 

1861-1947 Predominantly Mint Collection Displayed on Palo album pages in clear mounts, starts
with 25 different mostly mint or unused early "Cents" issues, then followed by mint complete sets of
1897-1908 Royal Family, 1897 Cabot, 1910 & 1911 John Guy issues (less 12c engraved), 1911
Coronation, 1919 Caribou, 1923-1924 Pictorial, 1928-1931 Publicity (the three sets), complete mint
from 1932 to 1947. Airmails with mint Scott C2, C3 + C3f pair, C9-C11, C12, C13-C17, etc. Also
some Maritime Provinces with NS #4 sound used single with clear margins (2006 Sismondo cert), #5
pen cancel and small thin but with four large margins (2011 PSE cert.), #10 mint part og, etc. The odd
flaw but overall a fine collection with condition generally Fine to Very Fine throughout.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 2,000.00

1749 ~

Newfoundland and Provinces Used Collection Housed in a red Lighthouse hingeless album; starts
with PEI (24 stamps), then New Brunswick #1 used with grid '1' cancel, "Cents" issues (12), Nova
Scotia with #1 crease but VF appearance, #4-5 with faults, "Cents" issues (18). Newfoundland
however is the focus of the collection, begins with 1857-1862 Pence (20), some favour cancels noted
but also some watermarks, 1865-1896 "Cents" (51 including various shades), 1897 Cabot, 1897 1c on
3c type A and B (also a clever fake type C), 1897-1908 Royal Family, 1910 & 1911 John Guy sets,
1911 Coronation, 1919 Caribou, 1923-1924 Pictorial, Second and Third Publicity and complete
regular issues from 1932 to 1947; also airmails with #C3, C3b, postage dues, etc. A few faults on
earlier issues but generally selected condition and often with hard to find CDS postmarks, Fine to
Very Fine
Est. 2,500.00+

1750

Collection of Newfoundland Picture Postcards Lot of 58 different plus a few duplicates, both used
and unused housed in a Lindner postcard album; showing various scenes, views, ships, buildings,
villages, Labrador scenes, etc. Mainly from turn of the century and generally in nice condition, F-VF
or better
Est. 200.00+
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NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES

1751

1752

1753

1751 ~

NFR1, 1898 5c Red Queen Victoria Inland Revenue Well centered used single with handstamp
cancel, scarce this nice, VF
200.00

1752 ~

NFR9, 1898 $25 Slate Queen Victoria Inland Revenue Key high value used single with usual light
central smudge cancel, F-VF
450.00

1753 ~

NFR13, 1907 $5 Lilac King Edward VII Inland Revenue Lovely fresh single, reasonably centered,
used with light handstamp cancellation; scarce as most examples seen have puncture cancel, F-VF
375.00+

1754

1900 Mortgage Document Last page of the six-page document shows a remarkable Queen Victoria
Inland revenue franking (total of $9.15) consisting of NFR1 (5c; three), NFR3 (25c block of four) and
NFR4 (50c; 16 examples either in singles or pairs), all with black smudge cancel as typically found on
this issue, document fold touching several stamps as excepted for such a large franking, a rare and
desirable document, F-VF (Catalogue value $1,920 for stamps alone)
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 500.00+

1755

King George V Inland Revenue Documents Lot of 40 documents bearing KGV issues, good range
of usages and frankings noting Release of Mortgage, Conveyance, Assignment, Surrender of Lease,
Bill of Sale, Agreement, Supreme Court, Power of Attorney, etc. Unchecked for better perforation
combinations and watermarks; denominations up to $5, F-VF
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+
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STAMPLESS COVERS

1756

Folded lettersheet with "Quebec 12 June 1814" dateline inside, mailed from Quebec to Glasgow,
Scotland, rated "2/4" and "2/5" with clear double oval "Crown" Ship Letter / Quebec in black, British
boxed due "1/2", JY 19 receiver backstamp; couple file folds as usual, F-VF
Est. 250.00

1757

1852 (December 13) Stampless cover mailed from Waterloo, U.C. to Segeburg, Schleswig-Holstein
("Deutschland" incorrectly added by post office); various manuscript rates applied at origin and during
transit, via London and Hamburg. A marvelous and rare destination cover, ideal for a serious postal
history collection, F-VF; 2006 Firby cert.
Est. 500.00+
The word "Schleswig" was subsequently crossed out since the city of Segeburg was in Holstein.
Schleswig-Holstein at the time was controlled by the Danish. To the best of our knowledge this is the
earliest cover from Canada to a territory under Danish rule.
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1758

1869 (July 3) Stampless cover to Crowns Land, Toronto, originally sent Free from Leamington; since
Parliament was not in session Postmaster at Windsor cancelled the "Free" with a two-ring '26' and rerated the cover with large "5" due. An appealing cover, backstamped Vincent Graves Greene, VF
ex. Menich (2000; Lot 728)
Est. 200.00+

1759

1873 (April 28) Stampless cover originally rated "5" (to collect) with Montreal dispatch at lower left;
sender then decided to prepay letter and Postmaster obliterated both postmarks and "5" handstamp
with neat segmented corks, clear Montreal Tombstone Paid AP 28 1873 handstamp in red and rate "3"
in manuscript; Ottawa (AP 29) receiver backstamp. A pretty cover, VF ex. Menich (2000; Lot 733)
Est. 250.00+
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PROVINCE OF CANADA

1760

1761

1760 ~

1, 1851 3p Red on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate An exceptionally choice example with large
margins all round, brilliant fresh colour on pristine paper, used with ideal socked-on-nose concentric
rings cancellation. A superb stamp in all respects and rarely offered in such superior quality, XF; 1992
Greene cert.
1,600.00+

1761 ~

1, 1851 3p Red on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate A lovely used single with ample margins,
brilliant colour on fresh paper with clearly visible laid lines, centrally struck circular "3D" rate
handstamp; unusual and rarely seen used as a cancelling device. A great stamp for the specialist, VF
ex. Dale-Lichtenstein (Sale 2; November 1968, Lot 19), Guilford (1994; Lot 2015)
1,600.00+

1762

1763

1762 ~

1, 1851 3p Red on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate Choice example of this sought-after classic
stamp, surrounded by large margins, bright colour and centrally struck light concentric rings
cancellation, VF+; 1980 Greene Foundation cert.
1,600.00

1763 ~

1a, 1851 3p Orange Red on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate An attractive used example with
brilliant fresh colour on pristine paper, laid lines clearly visible, full to large margins, nearly complete
concentric rings cancellation. A beautiful stamp, choice XF; ex. E. Carey Fox (1968; Part 1, Lot 205)
1,600.00+

1764

1765

1766

1764 ~

2, 1851 6p Slate Violet on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate Appealing used example with
adequate to large margins, rich colour on fresh paper, unobtrusive concentric rings cancel in BLUE,
VF
2,500.00

1765 ~

2, 1851 6p Slate Violet on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate A nice example with full margins,
visible laid lines used with crisp and socked-on-nose concentric rings cancellation; minute nick in left
margin, hardly detract, VF
2,500.00

1766 ~

2, 1851 6p Slate Violet on Handmade Laid Paper, Imperforate An attractive used example with
remarkably rich colour on fresh paper showing visible laid lines, adequate margins and light
concentric rings cancel; a nice stamp, VF; 1970 PF cert.
2,500.00
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57

1768

1767 P

3Pi, 12p Black Queen Victoria Plate proof single with vertical SPECIMEN overprint in carmine at
right, on india paper, minute stain spot on reverse at upper right, full to large margins and VF
(Unitrade $2,500)
Est. 1,000.00

1768 F

3, 12p Black Plate proof single "treated" with fake vertical laid lines skillfully added to appear like the
issued stamp; a clever fake and ideal for reference.
Est. 2,000.00

1769

1771

1769 ~

4, 1852 3p Red on Medium Handmade Wove Paper, Imperforate A beautiful used stamp, large
margins, post office rich colour and centrally struck concentric rings cancellation. A premium stamp,
XF
300.00+

1770

4, 4xiii, 1857 (October 20) Orange envelope from Dundas, U.C. to New York, franked with choice
horizontal pair of 3p red Beaver on wove paper, deep rich colour and large margins, right stamp shows
Major Re-entry (Pane A, Position 80), centrally struck by illegible (probably '12') four-ring numeral,
Dundas double arc at foot; no backstamp as customary, light vertical cover crease. A visually striking
cover showing a sought-after major plate variety, VF (Listed in Unitrade, but unpriced on cover)
Est. 750.00+

1771 ~

4a, 1853 3p Brown Red on Medium White Wove Paper, Imperforate A gorgeous stamp showing
full sheet margin at foot, lovely deep rich colour and strong impression on fresh paper, light central
concentric rings cancel. A desirable sheet margin example, VF+
350.00+
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1772

1773

1772 ~

4c, 1858 3p Red on Soft Horizontal Ribbed Paper, Imperforate An impressive lower left margin
single, irregular margin at top left, otherwise large margins, used with unobtrusive light four-ring
numeral cancel, couple thin specks and light creases in margin only well away from stamp, F-VF.
ex. Charles Lathrop Pack (1945; Part III)
Est. 500.00+

1773 ~

4c, 1858 3p Red on Soft Horizontal Ribbed Paper, Imperforate A remarkable used example with
characteristic bright colour, unusually large margins and showing nearly complete plate imprint at
right, completely sound and lightly cancelled. Rarely offered this nice especially with a plate imprint;
a great stamp for an advanced collection, XF; 2003 Greene cert.
750.00+
This stamp is completely devoid of any of the flaws that commonly plague the soft fragile paper used
to print this issue.

1774

1775

1774 ~

4d, 1854 3p Orange Red on Thin Hard Wove Paper, Imperforate A handsome used single with
well clear to large margins, lovely rich colour and showing a superb socked-on-nose concentric rings
cancel in RED; a rarely seen coloured postmark especially centrally struck on the stamp, VF
Est. 300.00+

1775 ~

4d, 1854 3p Orange Red on Thin Hard Wove Paper, Imperforate A striking used example with
oversized margins, showing small portion of adjacent stamps at left and right, lovely fresh colour on
bright paper, clear concentric rings cancel. A nice stamp, VF+
300.00

1776

1777

1776 ~

4i, 1856 3p Deep Red on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate A nice stamp with full to very large
margins, luxuriant colour and strong impression, cancelled by light unobtrusive grid in black; a choice
stamp, VF+
350.00

1777 ~

4i, 1856 3p Deep Red on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate An attractive used stamp with rich
colour, full to large margins, and showing a light but legible four-ring (13?) cancel, U.C., VF 350.00
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1781

1778

1779

1780

1778 ~

4ii, 1852 3p Orange Red on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate An attractive vertical strip of three
with adequate to large margins, lovely bright shade typical of an early printing on wove paper, used
with concentric rings cancels; a scarce multiple, VF
1,050.00+

1779 ~

4iv, 1854 3p Orange Red on Thin Hard Oily Wove Paper, Imperforate Used single with
characteristic impression, well clear to very large margins, fresh colour and concentric rings cancel,
VF
350.00

1780 ~

4xi, 1854 3p Scarlet Vermilion on Thin Hard Wove Paper, Imperforate A premium used example,
remarkably fresh with rich colour and strong impression on fresh paper, superb concentric rings cancel
in black, XF
350.00+

1781 ~

4xiii, 1852 3p Red on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate Horizontal pair showing the Major Reentry (Pane A; Position 80) on right stamp, clearly visible in lower left "3", "THREE PENCE" and
doubling of frameline at top left; just clear at lower right, otherwise with large margins, rich colour
and showing portion of Hamilton double arc datestamp on right stamp and light numeral grid "16" on
left stamp, F-VF
1,125.00

1782

1783

1782 ~

5, 1855 6p Slate Grey on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate A selected used example, ample to
oversized margins, gorgeous bright fresh colour on pristine white paper, showing large portion of four
ring '2' cancel in blue from Belleville, U.C. A desirable stamp, VF+ 1990 Greene cert.
2,000.00

1783 ~

5b, 1856 6p Greenish Grey on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate An impressive large margined
example with lovely bright shade on fresh paper, used with light diamond-shape grid cancel of
Toronto in black, VF; 2004 Greene cert.
2,000.00
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1784

1784 P

1785

1788

7TC, 10p Cartier Trial colour plate proof on india paper with sheet margin at right, choice with
intense colour and razor-sharp impression, VF+
750.00

1786

1787

1785 ~

8, 1857 ½p Rose on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate A spectacular used single surrounded by
enormous margins, gorgeous bright colour on pristine fresh paper, showing portion of four-ring
numeral cancel. An outstanding stamp worthy of the finest collection, XF GEM
1,000.00+

1786 ~

8, 1857 ½p Deep Rose on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate A selected used single with full to
large margins, nice rich colour on fresh paper, Toronto diamond shape grid cancel, VF
1,000.00

1787 ~

8i, 1857 ½p Lilac Rose on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate Large margined used example with
lovely rich colour on fresh white paper, shows an ideal four-ring '21' cancellation in black; an
attractive stamp in all respects, VF
1,100.00

1788 ~

9, 1857 7½p Green on Medium Wove Paper, Imperforate Used single with clear margin at left to
large margins, negligible rubbed spot at upper right otherwise sound and showing large portion of
plate "...h & Edson New York" imprint at foot, Fine and attractive
2,250.00

1789 ~

10, 1857 6p Reddish Purple on Thick Fibrous Soft Wove Paper, Imperforate An attractive
example of this notoriously difficult stamp, ample margins with true bright colour associated with this
printing, lightly cancelled by a four-ring numeral in black. A difficult stamp to find in sound
condition, VF; 2001 Greene Foundation cert.
8,000.00
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1790 ~

11, 1858 ½p Rose, Perf 11¾ A reasonably centered used single with intact perforations and design
well clear on three sides, used with light central concentric rings, almost Very Fine
1,750.00

1791 ~

12, 1859 3p Red Beaver, Perf 11¾ A lovely used single with perforations clear of design, very well
centered for this issue, bright colour and light unobtrusive four-ring numeral cancellation in blue, VF
and choice
1,600.00

1792 ~

12, 1859 3p Red, Perf 11¾ An attractive horizontal pair, couple trifle nibbed perfs at top right, quite
reasonably centered for Canada's first perforated issue, unusually deep colour and light four-ring '21'
(Montreal) cancels, Fine+ ex. Dale-Lichtenstein (May 1969; Sale 5, Lot 552)
1,200.00+

1793

1794

1793 ~

14, 1865-1868 1c Rose, Perf 12 An exceptionally well centered used single showing top half of lefthand vertical frameline doubled (Whitworth Re-entry 5), gorgeous colour and paste-like impression on
fresh paper, intact perforations and light grid cancel in black. An attractive stamp in top-quality, XF
125.00+

1794 ~

14iv, 1865-1868 1c Rose, Perf 12 Very well centered example with brilliant fresh colour showing a
lesser state "Q" flaw (Whitworth Plate Flaw 1c; Position 38) with strong entry by "O" of "ONE",
used with clear 1868 double arc datestamp at right, scarce, VF
2,000.00
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1795 ~

14/19, 1865-1868 1c/17c "Cents" Issue, Perf 12 Carefully selected set of five; 10c is red lilac shade,
very well centered for these challenging stamps, fresh colours and light postmarks, VF-XF
900.00

1796

1797

1796 

15, 1865-1868 5c Vermilion, Perf 12 A choice mint example, very well centered for the issue, deep
colour on fresh paper, with full original gum, relatively lightly hinged; a difficult stamp to obtain, VF
LH
1,875.00

1797 

15c, 1860-1862 5c Brick Red, Perf 11¾ A fabulous unused single, precisely centered with
perforations well clear of design on all sides, lovely deep rich colour characteristic of this early
printing on pristine paper. A most challenging stamp to find in such top-quality, XF
850.00+

1798

1799

1800

1798 ~

17v, 1863-1865 10c Brown, Perf 12x11¾ Unusually well centered used single showing the "Double
Epaulette" variety, perforations well clear of design on all sides, scarce especially with such superior
centering, VF; 1992 Greene cert.
1,000.00

1799 

18ii, 1859-1863 12½c Deep Green, Perf 11¾ (Early Printing) A beautiful mint single, reasonably
centered for this challenging stamp, perforations well clear of design on three sides, lovely rich colour
and sharp impression on fresh paper, with large part original gum. A nice stamp, F-VF OG 2,435.00

1800 ~

20iv, 1865-1868 2c Light Rose, Perf 12 Used single with uncharacteristically oversized margins and
showing nearly complete ABNC imprint at left, light grid cancel; an attractive plate imprint example,
F-VF
360.00
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1802

63

21/30, 1868 Large Queen Used Selection Group of ten stamps carefully selected for better centering
and fresh colours, includes #21, 23, 24b (two, one with datestamp, other with 2-ring '7'), #25, 26, 28,
29b (two printings), and #30i. Also includes a 15c in an unusual turquoise blue shade (light perf
toning, not counted). A very nice group, VF (Unitrade $1,395)
Est. 500.00+

1803

1804

1802 

22, 1868 1c Brown Red on Medium Horizontal Wove Paper, Perf 12 Nicely centered unused
example, bright colour, VF; 1999 Greene Foundation cert.
1,000.00

1803 

22a, 1868 1c Brown Red on Watermarked Bothwell Paper, Perf 12 Unused example showing large
portion of "BOT" watermark letters of "BOTHWELL". A very scarce stamp in unused condition,
Fine+; 2001 Greene Foundation cert.
2,000.00

1804 

23a, 1869 1c Deep Orange on Medium Horizontal Wove Paper, Perf 12 Nicely centered single
without gum, characteristic colour of the first printing, seldom seen, VF and attractive example; 1999
Greene Foundation cert.
3,000.00

1805

1806

1807

1805 ~

23a, 1868 1c Deep Orange on Medium Horizontal Wove Paper, Perf 12 A handsome used example
with lovely rich colour of the first printing on fresh paper, ideal concentric rings cancel at right, VF
250.00

1806 ~

26iv, 1875 5c Olive Green on Vertical Wove Paper, Perf 11¾x12 A choice used single with intact
perforations, lovely fresh colour and showing large portion of REGISTERED straightline cancel in
black, VF; 1990 Greene Foundation cert.
270.00

1807 ~

29a, 1875 15c Greyish Purple on Medium Horizontal Wove Paper, Perf 11½x12 An extremely
well centered used example of this challenging stamp, intact perforations, fresh colour and centrally
struck segmented cork cancel; a choice stamp, VF+
500.00
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1808 ~

30c, 1880 15c Deep Violet on Very Thick White Carton Paper, Perf 12 An unusually choice
example, completely devoid of the flaws usually associated with this distinctive paper, very well
centered with rich colour and target cancellations. Hard to find in such nice condition, VF; 1990 BPA
cert.
2,000.00

SMALL QUEEN

1809

1812

1809 

34, 1890s ½c Black (Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Mathematically centered mint example with fresh
colour and full original gum; a superb stamp, XF NH
75.00+

1810

34, U5, 1896 (February 18) One cent blue Queen Victoria postal envelope mailed registered Halifax,
N.S. to Sydney, New South Wales, uprated with ½c block of four on front block of 15 on back, tied
with Halifax dispatch CDS postmarks; Montreal transit and clear Sydney (MR 30) arrival backstamps,
pays 5c UPU letter rate plus 5c registration fee. An attractive rated cover to Australia, F-VF
ex. George Arfken (1997; Lot 1186)
Est. 300.00+

1811

34, UX14, 1895 (May 14) One cent black Queen Victoria (Rosettes) postal card uprated with pair of
½c Small Queen tied by light London type I squared circles to Brazil, neat Rio de Janeiro (18 JUN 95)
arrival postmark on front; light card ageing, a scarce destination, F-VF
(Illustrated on Page 65) Est. 200.00+

1812 

34a, ½c Black on Greyish Wove Paper (Ottawa Printing) Choice mint imperforate pair with large
margins and full original gum, lightly hinged, VF
800.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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65

1815

1813

1814

1813 P

35, 1c Small Queen Trial colour plate proof in black on card mounted india paper, fresh with crisp
impression and large margins. A choice proof, XF; ex Bill Simpson (1980), George Arfken (1990)
Est. 500.00+

1814 

35, 1889-1895 1c Yellow (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 A choice mint example, extremely well
centered within large margins, bright colour with full original gum, VF+ NH
180.00

1815

35, 1893 (February 22) Envelope franked with nicely centered 1c yellow (Ottawa printing), perf 12
strip of three superbly tied by Head of Tide, NB split ring datestamps in RED, addressed to Knowlton,
Que., faint transit on back. A striking coloured postmarked cover, VF
Est. 100.00+

1816

35, 36i, F1, Registered cover franked with 2c orange Registration Stamp pair (corner crease), 1c
yellow and 3c vermilion Small Queens, cancelled Central Chebogue, NS split rings, additional clear
dispatch (NO 24 79) strike at top left to Augusta, Maine (USA). This would be a great rarity if it was
not for the fact the cover was backstamped Yarmouth NO 26 1897. A simple case of the town origin
reversing its year indicia numbers which read 1879 instead of 1897; an interesting cover, F-VF
ex. Harry Lussey (1999)
Est. 200.00+
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1817

1818

1819

1817

35, 41, 1893 (July 25) Cover mailed to England and subsequently redirected three times to Geneva,
Chamonix and finally to Luzern (all within Switzerland), franked with pair of the 1c yellow and a
trifle oxidized 3c vermilion, Ottawa printings, perf 12, tied by Hamilton duplex grid datestamps,
showing London receiver (AU 5) and dispatch (8 AU) on front, Geneva (also datestamp on front),
Chamonix and Luzern receivers on back. A most striking redirected cover with great eye-appeal, VF
Est. 500.00+

1818

35, 43a, F2, U6, 1891 (February 6) Three cent red postal envelope uprated with 1c yellow, 6c
chocolate and 5c blue green Registration tied by target cancels, Halifax CDS on front, sent registered
to Austria; London transit and Austrian receiver backstamp; pays double UPU letter rate plus 5c
registration fee. A very scarce franking / destination combination, VF
Est. 600.00+

1819

35, UX14, 1894 (August 1) One cent black Queen Victoria (Rosettes) postal stationery card, uprated
with 1c yellow, light foxing but nicely tied by Niagara Falls South CDS, addressed to Coban,
Guatemala, Hamilton (AU 2) transit at lower left; on reverse with clear New York (AUG 3) and New
Orleans (AUG 5) transits; a rare destination, Fine
Est. 250.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1820

35c, 1896 (October 3) Unsealed envelope, endorsed "circular" franked with a choice diagonal bisect of
the 1c yellow (Second Ottawa printing), perf 12, clearly tied by Middleton (Annapolis) N.S. CDS
postmark, additional strike ties top portion of stamp; addressed locally, edge tears at foot in no way
detract from this rare legitimate bisect usage of the One cent, which pay the Half cent local circular
rate, VF; 1993 Greene Foundation cert. ex. Carnegie (Part 1; 1981, Lot 148)
5,000.00

1821

35i, 36, F2, 1888 (March 1) Anomalous Two cent Registration fee cover to Rhode Island, bearing
1c, 2c and 2c somewhat oxidized orange Registration, perf 12, paying the anomalous Two cent
registration fee which was in effect only from March 1 to April 30, 1888 (reverting back to 5c on May
1). This cover was mailed from Hamilton on THE FIRST DAY OF THE NEW RATE, further confirmed by two dated US (MAR 1) and (MAR 3 1888) straightline backstamps. F-VF
Est. 5,000.00+
Literature: Illustrated and discussed in Arfken "Canada's Small Queen Era" book on page 211-213
(Figure 17) and in Harrison, Arfken & Lussey "Canada Registered Mail 1802-1909" book on page
280-284 (Figure 391)
Provenance: George Arfken, Sissons Sale 515, October 1990, Lot 632
Horace Harrison, R. Lee Auctions Sale 108, October 2003, Lot 427
THE ONLY RECORDED FIRST DAY USAGE AND THE MOST DESIRABLE OF THE MERE
FOURTEEN REPORTED REGISTERED COVERS TO USA DURING THIS PERIOD.
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1822

1328

1822

35i, 37, U5, 1888 (January 2) One cent blue Queen Victoria postal envelope uprated with1c yellow
and 3c red Small Queens, late Montreal printings, perf 12 tied by Quebec duplex datestamps to
Constantinople, Turkey, showing a choice British Post Office Constantinople (JA 23 88) CDS
backstamp. A pristine and appealing UPU cover to Turkey, VF; ex. John Siverts (May 1989; Lot 1063)
Est. 750.00+

1823

35i, UX1, 1877 (November 8) One cent blue postal card uprated with well centered 1c yellow
(Montreal printing), perf 11½x12, tied by segmented fancy cork in blue with same-ink Sherbrooke,
Que split ring datestamp at lower left, addressed to Scotland, clear Montreal (NOV 9) transit
backstamp; a noticeably rare proper pre-UPU 2c postcard rate to Scotland which was only valid
between January 1, 1877 and April 1, 1878, VF
Est. 350.00+

1824

1825

1826

1824 ~

35ix, 1871 1c Yellow Orange of Thick Soft Wove Paper (First Ottawa printing), Perf 12 An
unusually choice example of this distinctive and elusive paper, rich colour and sharp impression, well
centered with large portion of Quebec (AP 28 71) CDS postmark - a very early usage, appealing and
VF
400.00+

1825 ~

35viii, 1890s 1c Yellow (Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Nicely centered used with large margins, rich
colour and showing a strong and large "Strand of Hair" variety, portion of split ring (NO 23 96)
datestamp completely clear of the variety, VF
600.00+

1826 ~

35viii, 1890s 1c Yellow (Ottawa printing), Perf 12 An attractive example, nicely centered and fresh,
showing the small "Strand of Hair" variety, large portion of Stratford & PT Dover / RY.P.O. / N /
AP 15 96" Railway postmark (Gray ON-523) well away from the variety, VF
600.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1828

Reverse

Obverse

1827 P

36, 2c Yellow Green Plate proof single on card mounted india paper, full to oversized margins,
brilliant fresh colour, XF
600.00+

1828 

36 variety, 2c Green (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Mint single showing a dramatic and
distinctive variety -- the reverse printing offset on the gum side of the Five cent Registered Letter
Stamp (F2). Impressive and the first one we have offered, VF OG
Est. 1,500.00+
AN ABSOLUTE SHOW-STOPPER THAT CLEARLY SUGGESTS THE TWO CENT SMALL
QUEEN AND FIVE CENT REGISTRATION STAMPS WERE BEING PRINTED AT THE SAME
TIME AND WITH THE SAME INK.

1829

1830

1829

36, 37, 1880 (July 19) Clean cover mailed from St. John, New Brunswick to St. John's,
Newfoundland, bearing 2c green and 3c orange red, perf 12 Montreal printings tied by segmented
corks, clear St. John dispatch CDS at left; Halifax (JY 20) transit and St. John's (JY 23) receivers. An
attractive early 5c UPU letter rate cover, VF
Est. 300.00+

1830

36, 38, 39, 1883 (December 20) The Mutual Fire Insurance large envelope bearing an unusual
franking with 2c green, 5c olive green (2) and 6c yellow brown (corner crease), all Montreal printings
perf 12, cancelled or tied by concentric rings, St. Francois Beauce split ring dispatch below, addressed
to St. George East with clear receiver backstamp; envelope with folds not affecting the franking; pays
a rare sextuple domestic letter rate - very few such franking can exist, Fine
Est. 500.00+
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1831

1832

1834

1831

36, U6, 1893 (January) Three cent red Queen Victoria postal envelope uprated with2c green Small
Queen tied by light Montreal duplex cancel, addressed to Finland with clear London (JA 16) transit
and Helsingfors (20.1.93) receiver backstamp; a very scarce destination, VF
400.00+

1832

36, U6, 1888 (September 8) 3c red Queen Victoria postal envelope uprated with 2c bluish green
(Montreal printing), perf 12 tied by mute target cancel, New Westminster, British Columbia dispatch
postmark at lower left, addressed to Prospect, Bermuda; shows New York transit and Hamilton (SP
30) receiver backstamps; a very scarce franking combination and destination, Fine
Est. 250.00+

1833 

36e, 1875 2c Deep Green (Montreal printing), Perf 11½x12 An attractive and exceptionally fresh
mint strip of four with full dull streaky original gum, left stamp never hinged; a scarce multiple, Fine;
ex. J. Grant Glassco (1969), Michael Roberts (2006)
(Illustrated on Page 71) 1,500.00

1834

36e, 1876 (April 21) Folded printed circular mailed from Montreal to England, franked with 2c deep
green (Montreal printing), perf 11½x12 just tied by central segmented cork cancel; Merchant's oval
(APR 21 1876) datestamp shows on reverse, VF
Est. 150.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1833

-1835-

1835 ~

36f variety, 1890s 2c Green (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 An amazing used single, ideally
postmarked by Louise Bridge, Man (JA 12 97) split ring and showing a dramatic DOUBLE
IMPRESSION error at foot, visible through both "2" value tablets, "CENTS", surrounding ornaments
and in the margin. A striking and very rare printing error destined for a serious collection, VF
(Unitrade cat. $7,500 for double impression of whole design, of which only one is reported)
Est. 2,000.00+

1836 

36i, 1892-1897 2c Grass Green (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Unusually well centered mint
block of twelve stamps, gorgeous fresh colour and with full original gum, five stamps are NH, VF
1,650.00
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1838

1837 

36iv, 1892 (circa.) 2c Green (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Horizontal mint strip of three
ideally showing the elusive Latent Re-entry in lower right margin of the centre stamp, full original
gum, hinged. Very rare and the first mint example of this re-entry we can recall seeing, Fine+ OG
ex. John Ayre (1982) (Unpriced mint in Unitrade)
Est. 1,500.00+

1838 ~

36iv, 1892 (circa.) 2c Green (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Used single clearly showing the
Latent Re-entry in lower right margin, with postmark dated April 1894; a sought-after variety, Fine
400.00+

1839 

37a, 1870 (Fall) 3c Rose (First Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Horizontal mint strip of three, gorgeous
bright shade, paper adhesion on gum but otherwise with large portion of its characteristic white og; a
rare multiple of this early printing, Fine+ OG
Est. 1,000.00+

1840

37a, 35ii, 1872 (May 24) A stunning cover to France paying the double pre-UPU letter rate (letters up
to one half ounce) franked with 3c rose red strip of three and two singles (couple with small faults)
along with single 1c orange, First Ottawa printings, perf 12, manuscript cancelled with "St. Fidele / 24
Mai / 72" inscribed at lower left as origin dispatch, clear Quebec (MY 27 72) transit on reverse,
London red circular (PAID 12 JU 72) and Calais (13 JUN 72) transits on front, and shows Brehal (14
JUIN) arrival backstamp; faint ageing hardly detracts from this impressive and rare pre-UPU franking
to France, ideal for a serious collection, Fine
Est. 1,000.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1841

37c, 36 variety, 1873 (April 14) Clean cover franked with pair and single 3c dull red plus a 2c
emerald green, all First Ottawa printings, perf 12 and tied by segmented corks, straightline
REGISTERED handstamp and light Toronto dispatch CDS at lower left, sent to USA, paying 11 cent
double registered letter rate. A beautiful cover, VF ex. Bill Simpson (Part 2; May 1996, Lot 327)
Est. 500.00+

1842

37ii, 35ii, 39b, 1874 (August) Orange cover registered to France showing an impressive franking -perf 11½x12 3c dull red (Montreal printing) strip of three and three singles, two 6c yellow brown
(Montreal printing), and two perf. 12 1c orange (First Ottawa printing), most overlapped to cover due
to lack of space and are faulty, manuscript cancelled or uncancelled but all certainly belong; partial
dispatch at top right, filled-in date by hand, Quebec (AU 27 74), red oval Registered London (8 SP 74)
and Calais (9 SEPT) transits, plus light Paris and Brehal arrival postmarks. This cover paid the correct
10c postage rate for a letter up to 1/4 ounce plus 22c registration, effective October 1870 to October
1874 (later reduced to 18c). Despite the faults this is a very rare pre-UPU registered cover to France.
Est. 600.00+
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A STUNNING DOUBLE IMPRESSION ERROR

1843 ~

37iv, 1880s 3c Vermilion (Montreal printing), Perf 12 A spectacular example clearly showing a
second shifted impression as well as a large portion of the plate imprint (Boggs Type V) at left.
Centered to right, used with segmented cork cancel at top, couple small sealed tears in no way detract
from its stunning appearance, Fine
Est. 5,000.00+
ONLY ONE OTHER EXAMPLE OF THE THREE CENT SMALL QUEEN HAS BEEN
DOCUMENTED WITH A DOUBLE IMPRESSION. THE EXAMPLE OFFERED HERE IS
SUPERIOR TO THE OTHER AS IT SHOWS A LARGE PORTION OF THE PLATE IMPRINT.
AN ABSOLUTE SHOWPIECE.

1844 ~

37v, 1870 3c Copper Red (First Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Well centered used example clearly
showing the elusive stitch (vertical) watermark, bright colour on fresh paper; a couple nibbed perfs
not mentioned in accompanying certificate nevertheless a very scarce stamp, VF; 2009 Greene cert.
(Unitrade catalogue value is for Fine centering only)
700.00+

1845 P

38, 5c Greyish Olive Plate proof pair on card mounted india paper, lovely rich colour and large
margins, choice, VF
1,200.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1846

38, 1888 (November 10) Envelope mailed from St. Catharines, Ont. to Tokyo, Japan bearing single
5c olive green paying UPU letter rate, (Montreal printing), perf 12, small flaws, tied by duplex
dispatch, Hamilton, Windsor, San Francisco transit and Japanese receiver backstamps; cover with
couple surface thins and vertical crease at centre, four informational translation notices affixed on
front. A scarce destination, Fine; ex. Bill Simpson (1996; Part1, Lot 214), Menich (2000; Lot 201)
Est. 500.00+

1847

38, 1888 (August 30) Clean cover paying the 5c UPU single-letter rate from Toronto to Jamaica,
bearing a well centered 5c olive green (Montreal printing), perf 12 neatly tied by Toronto duplex grid
cancel; New York (AUG 31) transit and Kingston, Jamaica squared circle receiver. A choice cover,
VF; ex. Menich (2000; Lot 198)
Est. 350.00+
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1848

38, F2, 1883 (June 25) Book Post mailing tag, sent registered from Brandon, Man. to Bristol, England,
bearing 5c olive green and 5c green Registration Stamp, Montreal printings, perf 12, tied by Brandon,
Man CDS postmarks and straightline REGISTERED, oval Hamilton (JU 29) transit, Bristol (JY 15)
arrival backstamps. An extremely rare book post rate paying 5c postage (1c per two ounces), plus 5c
registration fee to England, a great showpiece, VF
Est. 1,500.00+

1849

38, F2, 1879 (May 3) Small envelope mailed registered from St. Eustache, C.E. to Paris, franked with
single 5c olive green, perf 12 and 5c green Registration stamp, both nicely centered and tied by
concentric rings, sealed cover tears, double arc dispatch at lower left, red London oval datestamp (17
MY 79) ties both stamps, Crown / REGISTERED marking in red and French Calais transit in red. An
exceptionally rare and neat pre-UPU registered cover; reported to be the earliest usage of the 5c
Registration to France, F-VF; ex. Bill Simpson (Part 3; October 1996, Lot 1699), Menich (2000; Lot
163)
Est. 750.00+
Literature: Canada's Registered Mail 1802-1909 by Harrison, Arfken and Lussey; updated census on
page 315. Interestingly enough, more than two years later, one cover dated October 29, 1881 is
considered the second earliest 5c registration letter stamp cover to France. Majority of these very
scarce registered frankings are from the 1889-1892 period.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1851

1850 ~

38iv, 1888-1889 5c Grey, Hint of Olive (Late Montreal printing), Perf 12 Used single with deep
rich colour showing the prominent and sought-after "Feather in Hair" plate variety, This surfaced
briefly during 1888-1889 period after which it was corrected. Very lightly cancelled clear of the
variety, Fine+
Est. 750.00

1851 ~

38iv, 1888-1889 5c Grey, Hint of Olive (Late Montreal printing), Perf 12 Used single centered left
showing the "Feather in Hair" plate variety, small corner crease and flaw at upper right, still a
collectable example of this elusive variety, Fine
625.00

1852

39, 1872 (June 18) Orange envelope nicely hand decorated in black ink with elaborate design, franked
with 6c yellow brown (First Ottawa printing), perf 12 and ideally tied by concentric rings, clear
Orwell, U.C. double arc dispatch at lower left and sent to Vermont, USA; no backstamp as customary.
A beautiful and choice cover, showing an early usage of the Six cent Small Queen, VF Est. 500.00+

1853

39b, 1873 (November 3) Government House Halifax OHMS envelope franked with pair of 6c yellow
brown (Montreal printing), perf 11½x12 tied by light Halifax duplex grid datestamp, London (NO 15)
arrival backstamps; an attractive Allan Line double rate cover, VF
Est. 200.00+
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1854 ~

39ii, 1872 6c Yellow Brown (First Ottawa printing), Perf 11.85 A rare used block showing the
Major Re-entry (Position 67) on the upper left stamp, noticeable in CANADA POSTAGE and line
below design, light DE 30 72 duplex datestamp, small perf flaw at right, otherwise the block is
completely sound and F-VF (the stamp with plate variety is VF)
Est. 500.00+

1855 ~

40a, 1882 10c Deep Magenta (Montreal printing), Perf 12 A fabulous used example, exceptionally
well centered with enormous margins, amazing rich colour and showing large portion of Montreal
duplex cancel, XF GEM
100.00+

1856 

41, 1890s 3c Bright Vermilion (Ottawa printing) A choice lower plate imprint (Boggs Type VII)
pair in a pastel shade, full original gum, VF LH
Est. 200.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1857

41, 1895 (July 20) Envelope with attractive hand drawn ship and flag illustration, franked with two 3c
vermilion, right with perf flaws from placement, tied by Halifax squared circle postmark, inadvertently
marked short paid but corrected. An appealing cover, F-VF ex. Bill Simpson (Part 2; May 1996, Lot
166)
Est. 500.00+

1858

41, 1892 (May 14) Soho Machine Works Wing Disc Fan illustrated cover, 3c vermilion (Ottawa
printing) tied by Toronto squared circle precursor, short pays the 5c UPU letter rate to France, "T /10"
and light "20" due marking and bearing French postage dues (two Scott J16) tied by Valentigney
postmarks; slight wrinkles along edge of cover, a very desirable item, VF; ex. Harry Lussey (1983; Lot
354), George Arfken (1997; Lot 1096), Menich (2000; Lot 164)
Est. 500.00+
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1859

1860

1861

1862

1859

41, 1897 (January 11) USA 2c green postal stationery envelope postmarked Toronto two-ring
datestamp, instructional RETURNED FOR POSTAGE and rated "3", DLO (JA 13) backstamp, where
the required 3c vermilion Small Queen was affixed and tied by Dead Letter Office (JA 18 1897)
double arc datestamp to USA, attractive and quite unusual, VF
Est. 250.00+

1860

41, 68, 1898 (January 3) Bluish green envelope franked with 3c Small Queen and 2c Leaf (early
usage), clearly tied by St. Louis, Sask split ring datestamps, pays 5c UPU letter rate to Bruxelles,
Belgium; Duck Lake, Sask transit and Bruxelles (20 JANV 98) arrival backstamps. A pretty cover
with an elusive mixed issue, VF
Est. 250.00+

1861

41, 78, 78i, 86, 1899 Bulk Mail Receipt, first page (front) bearing pair of 3c vermilion, 2c Map with
blue oceans and 3c Numeral, all superbly tied by Brantford, Ont. (MR 1 99) postmarks, to pay "11"
pounds of printer matter; page two franked with block of 8 (2x4) 3c Numeral showing Major Reentry at lower left noticeable in both value tablets, cancelled by Brantford (MR 20 99) CDS
postmarks, pays "24" pounds; pages 3 and 4 are not used. A lovely and scarce item for the specialist,
VF
Est. 500.00+

1862

41, UL3, 1896 (October 26) 3c carmine (setting 1) postal letter card uprated with 3c vermilion tied by
light but legible Charlottetown, PEI squared circle sent to Cape of Good Hope; St. John (OC 27) and
Cape Town (DE 1) transits and Fort Beaufort (DE 4) receivers; a very scarce item, VF
ex. Horace Harrison (2000)
Est. 300.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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81

1864

1863 

42, 1889-1897 5c Grey Black (Ottawa printing), Perf 12 An impressive mint example, well centered
with huge margins, lovely rich colour on fresh paper, faint gum skip, essentially never hinged, VF
Jumbo
900.00

1864 

42, 1897 5c Grey Black (Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Top left mint block of eight showing complete
"FIVE CENTS" counter with shading, lovely rich colour and full original gum, natural gum bends as
typically seen on top row, lightly hinged on top right strip of three and third stamp in lower row,
others NH. A scarce and desirable positional mint block, F-VF
Est. 750.00+

1865

42, 1894 Incoming cover from United States bearing 2c carmine (Scott 220) cancelled neat cork,
Kennett Square, PA (SEP 14) postmark arriving in Ottawa, franked with 5c grey and superbly struck
by type I squared circle to London where a GB 1p lilac (Scott 89) was added and tied by Paddington
(SP 26 94) squared circle, forwarded to Stranorlar, Donegal County (Northern Ireland), three transit
backstamps. A visually striking and very unusual redirected cover bearing adhesives of three different
countries, VF
Est. 500.00+
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1866

42, 1890 (December 26) Envelope mailed from Three Rivers, Que. to Rome, Italy, bearing 5c grey
(Ottawa printing), perf 12 tied by light dispatch duplex datestamp; clear Roma (10 / 1 - 91) squared
circle receiver backstamp, F-VF
Est. 200.00+

1867

42, F2, 1890 (October 6) Registered cover mailed from Montreal to Buenos Aires, Argentina, showing
an impressive Twenty cent franking consisting of 5c grey Small Queen and vertical strip of three of
the 5c blue green Registration, perf 12, tied by cork cancels, Montreal dispatch CDS at lower left
alongside New York registration label; New York transit and light (NO 14) receiver backstamp. A
fabulous triple UPU letter rate cover plus 5c registration fee to Argentina, a very rare franking and in
our opinion UNIQUE, VF
Est. 3,000.00+
The use of Registration Stamps to prepay the postage rate (10c in this case) was contrary to postal
regulations. The letter should really have been sent to the Dead Letter Office, however the post office
delivered the letter as the required total of 20c had been paid.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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83

X1869

1868

42, UX14, 1894 (May 9) One cent black Queen Victoria (Rosettes) postal card uprated with 5c grey
paying registered rate to New Brunswick, stamps with smudge cancel, clear Montreal squared circle
precursor datestamp below, oval "R" registration handstamp at left; Mont & St. John NB / C.P.R. / E
RPO cancel and St. Andrews (MY 10) receiver backstamp, rare and Fine.
Est. 500.00+

1869 

43, 1890s 6c Red Brown (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Selection of ten mint examples
(includes two pairs), all with fresh colours, a couple with natural gum bend / wrinkle as often seen on
this printing, otherwise all never hinged, centering generally ranges from Fine to F-VF (Unitrade
$1,875 for fine)
Est. 750.00+

1870

43, Undated (circa mid-1890s) large front of envelope inscribed OHMS From The Geological Survey
Department, Ottawa, Canada, measuring 238 x 168mm addressed to Brussels, Belgium, franked with
6c red brown (Second Ottawa printing), perf 12 clearly tied by Ottawa "1" roller cancel, deputy
handstamp signature at left; most unusual, likely paying a sextuple circular rate to Europe, VF
Est. 200.00+
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43c, Mid 1890s 6c Dark Chestnut (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Mint single showing the
distinctive "5 on 6" Major Re-entry (Plate B; Position 25) in sound condition with part original gum.
Very rare and certainly one of the nicer examples of the mere few that exist, Fine OG
3,500.00+
Provenance: John Ayre, Maresch, Sale 139, February 1982, Lot 757
This error was caused by over-rocking a transfer roll that had both a 5 and 6c cent impression on it.
The five cent design is quite evident.
A CELEBRATED MAJOR PLATE VARIETY AND THE MOST SOUGHT-AFTER OF THE
ENTIRE SMALL QUEEN ISSUE.

1872 ~

43c, Mid 1890s 6c Dark Chestnut (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 An outstanding block of six
showing the famous "5 on 6" Major Re-entry (Pane B; Position 25) plate variety on lower middle
stamp, deep rich colour, faint unobtrusive light crease, very lightly cancelled by oval postmarks in
violet that are completely free of this impressive variety. A wonderful block destined for a gold-medal
exhibit, Fine+
Est. 3,500.00+
Literature: Illustrated on front cover and discussed in BNA Topics March 1951 (Whole No. 78)
Also described by Boggs in his Postal History of Canada book as “the most remarkable
variety of Canadian stamps.”
Provenance: John Ayre, Maresch, Sale 139, February 1982, Lot 759
A REMARKABLE BLOCK WITH GREAT EYE-APPEAL AND ONE OF THE NICEST KNOWN
EXAMPLES OF THIS VARIETY.
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1873 

43ii, 1894 6c Red Brown (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Post office fresh mint block of six
showing the distinctive Major Re-entry (Pane A; Position 24) in lower right stamp, noticeable in
"CANADA PO", lovely shade and impression with full original gum, four stamps including the
variety are NH. A seldom seen and desirable mint multiple, Fine+ VLH, ex. Michael Roberts (2006)
1,210.00+

1874 

43v, 1897 6c Dark Chestnut (Second Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Lovely fresh mint strip of three
showing Major Re-entry (Pane C Right; Position 7) on left stamp, visible in "CENTS" and right "6",
full original gum; a very scarce plate variety in mint condition, Fine NH, ex. Michael Roberts (2006)
1,375.00+

1875 P

44, 8c Slate An attractive plate proof single on card mounted india paper, choice, VF

600.00
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1876

1877

1878

1876

44, 36i, 1898 (January 3) Registered cover to Switzerland, franked with 2c green and 8c violet black
tied by grid cancel, clear Montreal / E.R.H. (JA 3 / 3) dispatch, Montreal (JA 3 98) squared circle
precursor shown on reverse, sent to Luzern, Switzerland, via London (12 JA 98) with Luzern (13.1.98)
backstamp. Cover with couple small tears, a nice registered franking, VF
Est. 250.00+

1877

44, 41, Large handmade folded wrapper, undated but docketing shows manuscript date "Jany 27 / 96"
on reverse, franked with pair of 3c vermilion and strip of three of 8c violet black tied by segmented
cork cancels, from Chisholm to Goderich, Ont.; typical folds and wrinkling as expected on a wrapper
carrying heavy bundle of legal papers, a striking and very rare franking, Fine
Est. 400.00+

1878

44c, 35, 1893 (September 27) Cover mailed from Quebec to Paris, wax seal on reverse removed,
franked with pair of 1c yellow plus an 8c grey nicely postmarked Quebec (SP 27 93) CDS, no
Canadian registration handstamp but shows blue registry crayon mark "2858", stamps further tied by
Registered / London oval datestamp in red; Paris receiver backstamp. A very early usage of the 8c on
cover and especially scarce addressed to France, F-VF ex. George Arfken (1997; Lot 1097)
Est. 750.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1879

1880

1879 

44i, 1897 8c Violet Black (Ottawa printing) Imperforate pair, large margined, ungummed as issued
with gorgeous fresh colour and completely sound, scarce thus, VF+
1,000.00

1880 

44ii, 1897 8c Violet Black (Ottawa printing) A desirable mint block of four showing the elusive
Major Re-entry plate variety on the lower left position, well centered with lovely fresh colour and
full original gum. Very rare plate variety in mint condition, especially in a multiple. The first such
mint block that we have seen, F-VF LH
Est. 2,000.00+
Provenance: Bill Simpson Part 2, May 1996, Lot 228

1881

1882

1881 ~

45a, 1890s (early) 10c Rose Carmine (Ottawa printing), Perf 12 A choice used example, well
centered within large margins, brilliant fresh colour and with portion of 1894 CDS postmark, VF+
75.00+

1882

45, 1897 (January 5) Envelope mailed from Montreal to Paris, franked with single 10c brown red
(Ottawa printing), perf 12, paying double UPU letter rate to France, tied by two strikes of Montreal
(JA 5 97) CDS, arrived in Paris to forwarding agents Monroe & Co., with Rome, Italy address label
affixed and double oval Monroe & Co (29 JANV 97) cancel on reverse and forwarded to Rome with
light receiver backstamp, attractive, F-VF
Est. 750.00+
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1883 E

15c Small Queen A rare engraved Die Essay printed in bluish slate on wove bond paper measuring
25 x 30mm; exceptionally fresh on pristine paper, XF
Est. 7,500.00+
Provenance: Bill Simpson, Gibbons New York, November 1980, Lot 603
Michael Roberts, Eastern Auctions, December 2006, Lot 629
A WONDERFUL DIE ESSAY OF THIS DENOMINATION, WHICH WAS NEVER ISSUED
SINCE THE FIFTEEN CENT LARGE QUEEN CONTINUED TO BE IN CIRCULATION WELL
INTO THE 1890s.

1884

1885

1886

1884 ~

47, 1893 50c Deep Blue Widow Weed A superb example, well centered within unusually large
margins and showing an ideal Ottawa (NO 1 02) circular cancel; a great stamp for the perfectionist,
XF GEM
100.00+

1885 

50, 1897 ½c Black Very well centered and fresh mint single with full original gum, choice, VF+ NH
480.00

1886 

53, 1897 3c Bright Rose Post office fresh mint example with precise centering, gorgeous colour and
full immaculate original gum, XF NH GEM
Est. 100.00+

1887 ♦

56, 1897 8c Dark Violet A spectacular mint example, exceptionally well centered with rich colour
and strong impression on pristine paper, full immaculate original gum, never hinged. A superb stamp
for someone seeking only the finest examples, XF NH GEM; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate
(Graded GEM 100 OG NH)
540.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1888

1888 

89

1889

1890

58, 1897 15c Steel Blue A selected fresh mint example, well centered, intact perforations and with full
immaculate original gum that has never been hinged. A tough stamp to find in such quality, VF NH
1,200.00
A prominent and unlisted plate crack variety can be seen at left of "C" of "Canada". Quite interesting
and rare, as we only recall seeing one other example on the 1897 Diamond Jubilee issue.

1889 ~

58, 1897 15c Steel Blue A choice well centered single, bright fresh colour and with Hamilton CDS
postmark, VF
250.00

1890 

59, 1897 20c Vermilion Post office fresh mint single with vivid colour, nicely centered with full
pristine original gum, VF NH
1,200.00

1891 ~

61, 1897 $1 Lake A superior used example, very well centered, fresh and attractively postmarked by a
nearly complete boxed Registered Ottawa SP 22 98 cancel in black and portion of oval registered
cancel at lower right. A remarkable example, XF
1,000.00+

1892

1893

1894

1892 ~

63, 1897 $3 Yellow Bistre Precisely centered used example with exceptional colour, intact
perforations and large portion of Montreal April 1900 split ring datestamp. A nice example of this
sought-after key stamp, VF+
1,500.00

1893 ~

64, 1897 $4 Purple A choice and well centered example with true rich colour, intact perforations and
showing central Winnipeg (OC 13 05) CDS postmark in magenta; it would be a challenge to find a
nicer used example of this high value, VF+
1,500.00+

1894 ~

65, 1897 $5 Olive Green A very well centered single with gorgeous fresh colour and showing
Winnipeg magenta corner CDS postmarks employed for bulk mailing of newspapers. A choice stamp,
VF+
1,500.00
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QUEEN VICTORIA LEAF AND NUMERAL
See also Lot 1964, 2044 and 2045

1895 P

66-73, 1897-1898 ½c-10c Queen Victoria Leaf A fabulous complete set of eight Large Die Proofs,
printed in issued or near-issued colours on india paper, all measuring approximately 66 x 72mm and
die sunk on 150 x 228mm card for the Two cent to Ten cent and on 100 x 178mm card for the Half
cent and One cent denominations; each with different die "F-102 to F-109" numbers and full imprint
below stamp design. A choice and exceptionally fresh set; a must-have for a Leaf Issue exhibit, XF
Est. 20,000.00

1896 P

66-73, 1897 ½c-10c Queen Victoria Leaf Complete set of Trial Colour Die Proofs (stamp size),
printed in black on card mounted india paper; clear sharp impressions and large even margins, 2c with
trivial card thin mentioned for the record. A choice and exceedingly rare showpiece set, VF-XF
Est. 10,000.00+
A STUNNING SET OF WHICH VERY FEW CAN EXIST; NONE WERE PRESENT IN THE
FAMOUS 1990 ABNC ARCHIVES SALE.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1897 P

66-73, 1897 ½c-10c Queen Victoria Leaf Complete set of eight plate proof pairs on card mounted
india paper, all with large margins and bright fresh colours. A choice set, XF (Unitrade $4,000)
Est. 2,000.00

1898 P

66-73, 1897-1898 ½c-10c Queen Victoria Leaf Issue Complete set of plate proof singles in issued
colours, most with oversized margins, printed on card mounted india paper; a choice set, VF-XF
Est. 1,000.00

1899

1900

1899

66, 1903 (February 18) Le Port de Quebec picture postcard franked with two pairs of ½c Leaf tied by
Quebec machine wavy-line cancel to Oran, Algeria; one stamp tied by clear Oran (4 - 3 / 03) arrival
postmark; an unusual franking to a rare destination, VF
Est. 100.00+

1900

66, 67, 68, 1898 (February 1) Envelope mailed from St. Hyacinthe to Paris, France, franked with Leaf
issue 1c, 2c and four ½c all tied by St. Hyacinthe / PM / FE 1 / 98" squared circles. A beautiful cover
with an unusual three-colour franking, VF
Est. 150.00+
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1901

66, 67, 68, U8, 1898 (October 5) Three cent red postal envelope uprated with Leaf ½c pair, 1c (2) and
2c pair; mailed registered to Sao Paulo, Brazil, all nicely tied by Berlin, Ont dispatch postmarks; the
odd negligible perf tone but quite striking; various backstamps including Rio de Janeiro and S. Paulo
(4 NOV) receivers. A colourful and eye-appealing cover, VF
Est. 350.00+

1902 ♦

67, 1897 1c Blue Green Extremely well centered mint single within large margins, gorgeous fresh
colour and with full original gum; a choice stamp, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate
(Graded XF-Superb 95 OG NH)
210.00+

1903

67, 76, 1899 (May 27) Clean cover mailed to Norway franked with 1c Leaf and two 2c purple
Numeral, clearly tied by Coaticook, Que CDS postmarks; Montreal (May 27) transit and light
Christiania (1.6.1899) arrival backstamps, attractive, VF
Est. 150.00+
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1904

1906

1905

1904

68, 1903 (August 24) Thatched Barn picture postcard franked with 2c purple tied by Quebec duplex,
addressed to Oran, Algeria, with (5-9 03) receiver on back; an unusual destination, VF
Est. 75.00+

1905 P

69, 1897 3c Queen Victoria Leaf Trial Colour Large Die Proof printed in orange red (a noticeably
different colour than the issued stamp) on india paper, die sunk on full-size card measuring 150 x
227mm, showing die "F-105" number and full imprint below stamp design. In pristine condition and
ideal for exhibition, XF
Est. 1,500.00+

1906

69, 70, 1898 (July 13) Registered cover from Kamloops, BC to USA franked with 3c and 5c Leaf tied
by dispatch CDS postmarks, with New York registration label placed over, instructional straightline
marking FORWARDED to Inverkeithing, Scotland, various backstamps including arrival postmark;
front with Newark double ring dispatch and Liverpool oval transit. A nice cover with much appeal, VF
Est. 250.00+
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1907

1908

1907

70, 76, 1899 (June 28) Registered cover to USA, redirected to France, bearing 5c Leaf and 2c purple
Numeral neatly postmarked Victoria, BC; preprinted addressee label and New York registry label
affixed on front, clear double oval New York (7-10 1899) transit backstamp, with choice Paris R.
Meissonier 19 JUIL 99 receiver on back. Most unusual as this letter clearly demonstrates the required
7c registered letter rate to USA but was forwarded to France without penalty (no due markings for the
needed 10c rate). Very attractive Leaf / Numeral franking cover, VF
Est. 750.00+

1908

70, 76, U8, 1898 (November 16) 3c red Queen Victoria postal envelope, uprated with 5c Leaf and 2c
purple Numeral, each nicely postmarked St. Casimir, Que, paying 5c UPU letter rate plus 5c
registration to France, London (29 NO 98) transit, Mamers arrival backstamp, then forwarded to Caen.
A colourful mix-issue franking, VF
Est. 150.00+

1909 

71, 1897 6c Brown Leaf A remarkable Plate "OTTAWA - No - 1" imprint block of eight, unusually
well centered for such an early plate multiple, couple light natural gun bends entirely confined to sheet
margin mentioned for strict accuracy only, brilliant fresh colour and with full pristine original gum,
never hinged. A difficult and rarely encountered plate multiple in premium quality, destined for an
advanced collection, VF NH (Unitrade $4,800 as stamps only)
Est. 2,500.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1910 ♦

71, 1897 6c Brown Very well centered mint single with lovely fresh colour and full original gum that
has never been hinged. A premium stamp, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded
XF-Superb 95 OG NH)
600.00+

1911

71, 1898 (February 28) Cover from Hamilton to Germany franked with 6c brown, tied by three ring
Hamilton CDS with full Hamilton Flag "B" cancel alongside; Leipzig arrival backstamp. Pays 5c UPU
letter rate, overpaid by 1c, a very scarce single usage, VF
Est. 500.00

1912

71, 68, 1899 (July 19) 2c on 3c letter card (setting 2, perforation B - Webb L9e scarce), uprated with
2c and 6c Leaf, pays 5c UPU letter rate plus 5c registration to Switzerland, stamps tied by clear Berlin,
Ont. CDS postmarks; Toronto transit and Bern receiver backstamps. A clean and very attractive
franking, VF ex. Horace Harrison (2003)
Est. 250.00+
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1913

72, 67, 1898 (June 14) Registered cover from Hebertville, Que to Paris, France bearing an unusual
Leaf franking 8c and 1c pair, lightly cancelled by cork and additionally cancelled by manuscript, clear
dispatch split ring dispatch at left; Quebec (JU 16) transit and Paris backstamp. A very scarce
registered franking cover, VF
Est. 400.00+

1914

73, 1898 (July 18) Legal size envelope mailed registered to England, bearing Leaf issue 2c, 5c (2) and
10c, along with Numeral 3c (early usage) showing the Major Re-entry variety, tied by St. Catharines
St. Montreal CDS postmarks; pays quintuple letter rate plus 5c registration fee, London (29 JY 98)
receiver on front and back; cover with faults and creases not affecting stamps as to be expected for
such heavy contents, a desirable four-colour mixed franking with the elusive Major Re-entry, Fine
Est. 600.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1915 P

97

74-84, 1898-1902 1c-20c Queen Victoria Numeral Complete set of ten plate proof singles (2c purple
does not exist) on card mounted india paper, each with large even margins, deep rich colours and
choice. A beautiful set, XF
Est. 3,000.00

1916

1917

1918

1916

74, 1901 (August 17) Postcard franked with well centered ½c black block of four tied by clear Quebec
(AU 17 01) duplex to St. Die, France; (28 AOUT) receiver. Also 1907 (November 9) Postcard without
written message, handstamped IMPRIMES and bearing single ½c black and addressed to Mexico.
Scarce and attractive usage duo, VF
Est. 150.00+

1917

74, 1900 (April 2) Neat grey cover franked with well centered ½c block tied by Hamilton Flag cancel,
pays 2c Empire rate to Scotland, superb Helensburgh arrival backstamp, VF
Est. 100.00+

1918

74, 76, 1899 (May 9) Double weight letter from Hamilton to France showing an unusual franking of a
block of nine and three singles of the ½c black plus two singles of the 2c purple all tied by dispatch
postmarks; Lille (21 MAI 99) receiver backstamp. A neat cover, VF
Est. 150.00+
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1919

1920

1921

1922

1919

75, 1902 (February 15) Mount Royal picture postcard franked with pair of 1c Numeral tied by St.
Hyacinthe duplex grid datestamp, sent to Montevideo, Uruguay, boxed Carteros (26 MAR 1902)
arrival postmark at lower left. Unusual destination, VF
Est. 150.00+

1920

75, Government Buildings, Victoria BC picture private postcard with handwritten message on front,
franked with 1c Numeral tied by Victoria, BC (JUN 10 03) duplex, sent short-paid to Germany
without penalty or due markings, clear Bonn (3.7.03) receiver at lower left; VF
Est. 75.00+

1921

75, U9, 1900 (February 15) One cent green postal envelope uprated with two pairs of 1c Numeral
nicely postmarked Spadina Ave Toronto CDS, pays 5c UPU letter rate to Sweden; redirected twice
within Sweden with three different Swedish backstamps; an attractive cover, VF
Est. 150.00+

1922

75, UX17, 1900 (February 6) One cent green Leaf postal card uprated with 1c tied by Winnipeg
duplex; card with crease at upper left. Addressed to Reykjavik, Iceland with large portion of receiver
(25.3.1900) on front. A very scarce destination, F-VF
Est. 200.00
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1923 

76a, 1899 (June) 2c Violet on Thick Yellowish Wove Paper Mint upper right corner block of eight,
unusually bright fresh colour, reasonably centered, trivial perf separation between second and third
columns, with full original gum, never hinged. Multiples of this scarcer thick paper are very hard to
find, especially in never hinged condition, F-VF NH
3,800.00

1924

76a, 80, U11, 1899 (July 8) Two cent red Queen Victoria postal stationery envelope uprated with 2c
purple on yellowish thick paper and 6c, sent registered from Rimouski, Que. to Geneva; stamps tied
by clear dispatch CDS postmarks, oval Liverpool and London transits on front, Geneve (20.VII.99)
receiver. A very attractive and scarce franking, VF
(Illustrated on Page 100) Est. 350.00+

1925

1926

1925 ♦

77, 1899 2c Carmine, Die I A fabulous mint example, exceptionally well centered with enormous
margins for this issue, brilliant fresh colour, minute natural paper inclusion mentioned for strict
accuracy. An impressive stamp which has attained the highest possible grading, XF NH JUMBO;
2010 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded GEM - 100J)
240.00+

1926 

77, 1899 2c Carmine, Die I A remarkable mint single, very well centered with unusually large
margins, brilliant fresh colour and full original gum; a great stamp, VF+ NH JUMBO
240.00+
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1924

1927

1928

1927

77, 1902 (February 7) Registered cover mailed from Dawson, Yukon to Hobart, Tasmania, franked
with two pairs and a single of the 2c carmine, Die I (one with trivial flaw at top) and all tied by light
Dawson, YT (FE 7 02) CDS postmarks, pays 5c UPU rate plus 5c registration; clear Vancouver (FE
19), Seattle (FEB 20), San Francisco (FEB 24) transits and nice Hobart (MR 27) receiver. A rare and
appealing cover ideal for exhibit, VF
Est. 600.00+
In 1902 the letter rate to Australia was still 5c until being reduced to 2c when it joined the Imperial
Penny Postage scheme on May 25, 1903.

1928

77, 1900 (July 13) Cover mailed to Denmark, franked with 2c carmine, Die I, strip of five nicely tied
by London East ( - / JY 13 / 00) type I squared circle postmarks; paying 10c double UPU letter rate,
clear Hjorring (27.7.00) arrival backstamp; scarce rate / franking, VF
Est. 250.00+
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1929

1930

1931

1932

1929

77, 1903 (February 3) Envelope from Fredericton to England franked with 2c carmine, Die I, on
arrival the cover was additionally franked with ½p and 1p KEVII (1½d = 3c) to make the 5c UPU
letter rate, postmarked Battles, Sussex and forwarded to Switzerland; cover with opening tear at top
not affecting stamps. A striking two-country franking, F-VF
Est. 200.00+

1930

77, 1902 (May 5) Short-paid cover mailed from Hull, Quebec to Grenoble, France; cover reduced a
little and opened three sides for better display, franked with 2c carmine, Die I (rate required was 5c)
very clear two-line INSUFFICIENTLY / PREPAID and postmarked Ottawa (MY 6) on front, also
bears a superb double circle Dead Letter Office Canada Ottawa Branch (SUPT MAY 6 1902) in RED
on reverse, due "T/15" and 30c French due stamp affixed; Grenoble receiver on back. A lovely DLO
cover, VF
Est. 150.00+

1931

77, 75, 74, 1902 (September 18) USA 2c postal envelope used for mailing franked with proper 5c
UPU rate consisting of a well centered ½c black strip of four, 1c and 2c carmine tied by Hamilton
CDS postmarks to Trier, Germany; an unusual cover, VF
Est. 150.00+

1932

77a, 1902 (October 25) Cover from Fredericton to Mexico franked with well centered 2c carmine, Die
II, strip of five tied by dispatch duplex cancels; pays double letter weight; minor cover wrinkling at
left away from stamps, Orizaba receiver backstamp. A rare franking to a scarce destination
combination, F-VF
Est. 500.00

102

1933 

1934
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77b, 1900 (June) 2c Carmine, Die II on Horizontal Wove Paper Pristine fresh mint booklet pane of
six with full intact tab at left, quite well centered for this, lovely rich colour and clear impression, with
full unblemished original gum, never hinged; quite a challenge to obtain Canada's first booklet pane in
such nice quality, almost Very Fine centering.
2,900.00

1936

1934

77bs, 1902 (July 16) Small envelope franked with booklet single 2c carmine, Die II tied by North
Hartley CDS to England, redirected with required 1½d KEVII (3c) to make the 5c UPU rate to
Switzerland; Ragaz (29.VII.02) arrival backstamp; a neat dual franking, F-VF
Est. 200.00+

1935 

77c, 1899 2c Carmine, Die I on Vertical Wove Paper Large margined imperforate mint pair, fresh
with full original gum, relatively lightly hinged, seldom seen as such, VF
750.00

1936 

77d, 1899 2c Carmine, Die II on Vertical Wove Paper Imperforate corner block of four with large
margins; tiny natural paper inclusion between top pair, ungummed as issued. A very scarce positional
imperforate multiple of second Die, VF
3,000.00
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1937

1938

1939

1937

79, 1900 (December 11) Envelope mailed from Montreal to France, franked with two 5c blue clearly
tied by Montreal Flag "D" cancel; pays double letter rate; Paris (19 DEC 00) backstamp, VF
Est. 250.00

1938

79, 1900 (October 10) Legal OHMS envelope with N.W. Mounted Police Canada on backflap, slightly
reduced at right and vertical fold, mailed from Dawson, Yukon to Milan, Italy, franked with 5c
Numeral tied by Dawson postmark, Victoria, BC transit and light Milano arrival backstamp, Fine
Est. 150.00+

1939

79, 77, 75, U11, 1901 (February 27) Two cent QV postal envelope uprated with Numeral 1c, 2c
carmine Die I and 5c (2), nicely tied by clear Montreal "R3" roller, Montreal precursor "squared"
circle dispatch at lower left; pays double UPU letter rate plus 5c registration to Belgium, via London;
partial Bruxelles receiver backstamp. A colourful franking, VF
Est. 250.00+
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1940

1942

1940 

79b, 1899 5c Blue on Whiter Paper Well centered mint example with unusually large margins,
brilliant fresh colour and with full immaculate original gum, never hinged. A beautiful stamp in choice
quality, VF NH
1,050.00

1941 

79ii, 1899 5c Blue on Bluish Horizontal Wove Paper A marvelous imperforate Plate "OTTAWA No - 1" imprint block of twelve stamps, brilliant fresh colour, full margins and ungummed as issued.
A most appealing and very rare plate block destined for a serious collection, XF (Unitrade catalogue
value for pairs only; no premium for full plate imprint)
5,400.00

1942 

80, 1898 6c Brown A choice mint example, well centered, deep rich colour and with full original
gum, never hinged. VF NH; 1990 Greene Foundation cert.
900.00

1943

80, 1898 (October 31) Clean cover franked with well centered 6c brown and nicely tied by Toronto
Flag "B" cancellation to London, England; with (NO 11 98) receiver backstamp; a rare single-usage of
the Six cent Numeral on cover, VF
Est. 750.00+
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1944

80, 1899 (August 28) Cover from Montreal to France franked with well centered 6c brown tied by
Flag cancellation; cover with minor edge creases and couple minute tears at top, a rare single-usage of
the Six cent Numeral on cover, F-VF
Est. 500.00

1945

80, 66, 1899 (October) Registered cover mailed to Leipzig, unusually franked with pairs of ½c Leaf
and 6c Numeral, latter tied to cover by oval "R" handstamp, former uncancelled; no origin dispatch,
but clear Registered London (17 OC 99) transit at lower right, light German receiver backstamp, F-VF
Est. 150.00

1946 

80a, 1898 6c Brown Lovely fresh mint imperforate pair with large margins and full original gum
hinged, VF and scarce
1,500.00
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81, 1902 7c Numeral Large Die Proof printed in olive yellow (colour of issue) on india paper sunk on
card measuring 61 x 75mm, customary archival adhesive on reverse; showing full American Bank
Note Co. Ottawa and die "O-10" number below stamp design. A rarely encountered die proof, very
few exist, VF
Est. 3,500.00+
Only one Seven cent die proof in the issued colour was offered (part of a set) in the famous 1990
ABNC Archives sale.

1948 P

81, 1902 7c Numeral Trial Colour Large Die Proof printed in brown (colour of the issued Six cent),
on india paper measuring 62 x 75mm sunk on card, customary archival adhesive on reverse; showing
full American Bank Note Co. Ottawa and die "O-10" number below stamp design. A rare and
appealing coloured die proof, VF
Est. 3,000.00+
Very few trial colour die proofs exist; only one die proof in brown of the Seven cent was present in the
famous 1990 ABNC Archives sale.
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1949 

81, 1902 7c Olive Yellow Selected fresh and nicely centered mint single with full original gum, VF
NH
750.00

1950

82, 78, 70, 1899 (April 5) Registered cover mailed from Montreal to Belgium with an impressive
franking consisting of 5c Leaf, 3c and two pairs of 8c Numeral tied by single Montreal "R1" roller
cancel, precursor squared circle dispatch at left, via London (15 AP 99), Visé arrival backstamp. Rate
of 40 cents paid the septuple UPU letter rate plus 5c registration fee to Belgium, very rare, F-VF
Est. 750.00+

1951 

82ii, 1898 8c Orange on Vertical Wove Paper A spectacular imperforate Plate imprint "OTTAWA No - 1" block of twelve stamps, brilliant fresh colour and clear impression, full margins, three minor
paper wrinkles at top entirely natural and of no importance for this very rare imperforate plate imprint
multiple, ungummed as issued. A wonderful showpiece, XF (Unitrade catalogue value for pairs only;
no premium for full plate imprint)
5,400.00
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1952 

82ii, 1898 8c Orange on Vertical Wove Paper Imperforate pair, bright fresh colour, ungummed as
issued, VF
900.00

1953 

83, 1898 10c Brown Violet Top margin mint plate block of six showing full imprint "OTTAWA - No
- 1", light foxing in places and gum thin on bottom centre stamp, others with full original gum, never
hinged. A very rare plate block - few still exist of the Ten cent, Fine
Est. 1,000.00+

1954

83, 1900 (May 19) Pristine cover mailed registered from Victoria, BC to France bearing single
franking 10c brown violet clearly tied by Victoria, BC dispatch CDS, another strike alongside at left;
Montreal (MY 25) transit on back clear Paris (6 JUIN 00) arrival postmark placed at left of the stamp.
A beautiful cover paying the 5c UPU letter rate plus 5c registration to France, VF
Est. 1,000.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1956

109

83, 1902 (June 22) Clean P.W. Ellis blue envelope mailed registered from Toronto to Switzerland,
bearing a well centered single 10c brown violet nicely tied by oval "R" handstamp in black, clear
Toronto split ring (JUN 10 02) dispatch on reverse, oval Registered London (22 JUN 02) transit on
front and choice Chaux de Fonds (23.VI.02) receiver backstamps. A superb and very scarce cover
paying the 5c UPU rate plus 5c registration fee; VF+
Est. 1,000.00+

1957

1958

1956 

83a, 1898 10c Brown Violet Imperforate mint pair with large part original gum, hinged, scarce as
most known imperforates of the Ten cent are without gum, VF
1,500.00

1957 

84, 1900 20c Olive Green A reasonably well centered mint single with part original gum, hinged,
almost Very Fine
650.00

1958 

85, 1898 2c Christmas Map Post office fresh mint single with true lavender coloured oceans, full
pristine original gum, VF NH
150.00+

1959 

85a, 1898 2c Christmas Map Stamp An impressive upper left imperforate plate imprint block of
eight, true lavender ocean colour, showing a strong Re-entry (Plate 1; Position 3), natural paper
inclusion in top selvedge mentioned for accuracy. A beautiful positional multiple ideal for a serious
collection, VF
2,400.00
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1960 

85a, 1898 2c Christmas Map Stamp Horizontal imperforate pair with full to large margins, VF
700.00

1961 ~

85-86, 1898 2c Christmas Map Stamp Plate reconstruction collection with Plates 1, 2 and 3 complete
from Position 1 to 100, all used and mounted on quadrilled pages. Some flaws to be expected but most
fine or better; a very useful lot for the specialist.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+

1962

86, 70, 75, 1898 (December 11) Envelope mailed to Milan, Italy with mixed-issue franking consisting
of 5c Leaf, 1c Numeral and two 2c Map tied by clear Montreal (DEC 11 1898) Flag cancellation; this
was the first Sunday date following the December 7 First Day of Issue of the Map Stamp and is very
difficult to find, pays double UPU letter rate to Italy; partial Milano backstamp. An attractive three
issue franking, VF; ex. Fawn (2007)
Est. 750.00+

1963

86, 74, UL9, 1901 (September 4) 2c on 3c carmine Letter Card in choice condition uprated with 2c
Map and two ½c Numeral, Switzerland, all tied by well struck Berlin (SP 4 01) CDS postmark, pays
5c UPU rate to Bern; clear Bern (15.IX.01) backstamp. VF
Est. 150.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1964

111

86, UX17, 1899 (June 21) One cent Leaf postal card sent to St. John's, Newfoundland, postmarked by
Toronto Flag cancel, very clear two-line RETURNED-FOR / POSTAGE" handstamp indicating
proper rate was two cent; a 2c Map Stamp was then affixed (overpaid 1c?) and cancelled by unusual
Toronto S. Depot (JU 22 99) duplex; St. John's (JU 29) receiver backstamp. A very attractive shortpaid card bearing a Map Stamp and quite likely the only such usage known to exist, VF ex. Fawn
(2007)
Est. 500.00+

1965

1966

-1967-

1965 

86a, 1898 2c Christmas Map Stamp Horizontal imperforate pair, ungummed as issued, VF

1966 

86iv, 1898 2c Christmas Map Stamp Vertical imperforate pair with sheet margin at foot, red colour
omitted; slight "Muddy Waters" effect as normally seen on this missing colour; scarce and attractive,
VF
1,500.00

1967 

87-88, 1899 2c on 3c Queen Victoria Provisional Surcharges Very well centered mint example, post
office fresh colours and with full pristine original gum, never hinged. A choice duo, VF+ NH 240.00

1968

88, 1899 (September 18) Envelope mailed to New South Wales, franked with 2c on 3c Numeral
provisional, short-paid by 3c (the rate to Australia was still 5c until it joined the Imperial Penny
Postage scheme effective May 25, 1903) but passed through the mails undetected, with clear Halifax
(SP 12 99) duplex cancel, Vancouver (SP 24) and San Francisco (SP 28) transit and Sydney (OC 30)
receiver backstamps. An unusual cover, VF
(Illustrated on Website) Est. 150.00+

700.00
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1969

1970

1971

1969 

89, 1903 1c Green Very well centered mint single with lovely bright shade and clear impression on
fresh paper, with full immaculate original gum; a choice stamp, XF NH
245.00+

1970 

90, 1903 2c Carmine, Type II Post office fresh mint single, precise centering, brilliant fresh colour
and full pristine original gum, VF+ NH
295.00

1971 ♦

91, 1903 5c Blue on Bluish Wove Paper A superbly centered mint example within large size
margins, unusually bright colour on fresh paper, intact perforations and with full immaculate original
gum, never hinged. A desirable stamp for the meticulous collector, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo
graded certificate (Graded Superb 98J OG NH)
1,400.00+

1972

1973

1974

1972 

91, 1903 5c Blue on Bluish Paper Lovely fresh mint single showing OTTAWA imprint in top
selvedge, well centered with brilliant colour and full original gum that has never been hinged; an
attractive plate imprint example, VF NH
1,400.00

1973 

92iii, 1903 7c Straw Post office fresh mint example, well centered with gorgeous colour, sharp
impression and full unblemished original gum. A difficult stamp to find, VF NH
1,400.00

1974 

94, 1904 20c Olive Green Selected mint single, well centered with unusually large margins, gorgeous
colour and full original gum, relatively lightly hinged. A nice stamp, VF
1,250.00

1975 

95i, 1908 50c Deep Purple Very well centered mint example with vivid colour on fresh paper, part
original gum, hinged, VF
1,500.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1976

1977

1976 ♦

97, 1908 1c Green Precisely centered mint single with post office fresh colour and sharp impression
on fresh paper, with full original gum that has never been hinged. An absolute gem which has attained
the highest grade possible, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate. (Graded GEM 100 OG
NH)
150.00+

1977 ~

100, 1908 7c Olive Green An impressive example, precisely centered with well balanced large
margins and showing an upright socked-on-nose London (JUL 18 08 - second day of issue) CDS
postmark, XF
150.00+

ADMIRAL
See also lot 2041 and 2042

1978 E

106, 119, 2c & 20c Admiral Photographic Models Prepared by the American Bank Note Company;
2c denomination with value tablets affixed in corners, also "TWO CENTS" touched up in Chinese
white and black ink, along with an unchanged 20c; both values affixed to large thick card measuring
167 x 146mm; marked "Engraved in 2 lines" signed "JAM" (Jose Antonio Machado) and dated "Sept
30 / 11", additional crayon notation and signature at right. On the reverse shows "CHECKED / SEP 21
1911" handstamp and initialed. A stunning and UNIQUE composite essay ideal for an advanced
Admiral exhibit or collection, Very Fine
Est. 3,000.00+
Provenance: American Bank Note Sale, Christie's Robson Lowe, September 1990, part of Lot 1878
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THE MOST RECOGNIZED AND SOUGHT AFTER
MAJOR RE-ENTRY OF THE ADMIRAL ISSUE

1979 ~

104vii, 1912 1c Blue Green An outstanding example of the elusive and much sought-after Major Reentry (Plate 12 LR, Position 35), clearly visible in lower value tablets, doubling in ONE CENT and
various other locations throughout the design, well centered with unusually large margins for a wet
printing stamp, rich colour and strong impression, used with an ideal light cancel. A wonderful stamp;
one of the most documented plate varieties of Canada and with excellent pedigree, VF+, ex. George
Marler (Part 1, September 1982, Lot 16)
2,250.00+
A RARE PLATE VARIETY AND CERTAINLY ONE OF THE FINEST KNOWN TO EXIST.

1980

104vii, 1912 (September 19) White Point Breakwater, Queens Co., NS multi-coloured picture postcard
bearing a well centered 1c blue green showing the distinctive Major Re-entry (Plate 12, LR, Position
35) noticeable in lower value tablets and throughout stamp design, hint of perf toning, superbly
postmarked by Liverpool, NS (SP 19 12) CDS and tied to card addressed to Boston; diagonal card
crease well away from stamp, a very rare usage of this spectacular plate variety on a postcard, VF
3,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

1981

115

1982

1983

1981 ♦

106, 1911 2c Carmine (Wet printing) Extremely well centered mint example with gorgeous bright
fresh colour and full original gum, never hinged. A premium stamp, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo
graded certificate (Graded Superb 98 OG NH)
120.00+

1982 ♦

107e, 1926 2c Green (Dry printing) Post office fresh mint single showing plate number "215" in
selvedge at top, precise centering with sharp impression on pristine paper and full unblemished
original gum. A superb stamp in all respects and ideal for the perfectionist, XF NH GEM; 2009 Sergio
Sismondo graded certificate (Graded GEM 100 OG NH)
90.00+

1983 ♦

109c, 1924 3c Carmine, Die II (Dry printing) A remarkably well centered mint example with lovely
bright fresh colour on pristine paper, with full unblemished original gum, never hinged. A beautiful
example of this challenging stamp in superior quality, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded
certificate (Graded Superb 98 OG NH)
180.00+

1984

1985

1986

1984 ♦

112, 1922-1925 5c Violet (Wet printing) Very well centered mint single with lovely fresh colour and
full original gum, never hinged. A choice stamp, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate
(Graded XF-Superb 95 OG NH)
165.00+

1985 

113, 1915-1918 7c Yellow Ochre (Wet printing) Post office fresh mint single with deep rich colour
and full pristine original gum, VF+ NH
240.00

1986 ♦

115, 1925 8c Blue (Dry printing) Post office fresh mint example, remarkably well centered with well
balanced large margins, deep rich colour and sharp impression on fresh paper, with full original gum
that has never been hinged. A nice stamp in premium quality, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded
certificate (Graded XF-Superb 95 OG NH)
180.00+
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1987 ♦

116, 1912-1920 10c Plum (Wet printing) A phenomenal mint example of this key and sought-after
stamp, superb centering, surrounded by impressive large margins for the issue, post office fresh colour
and clear impression on fresh paper, sheet margin at foot and with full pristine original gum, never
hinged. A fabulous stamp in exceptional quality, XF NH GEM; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded
certificate (Graded Superb 98J OG NH)
1,200.00+
AN ABSOLUTE GEM - WITHOUT QUESTION ONE OF THE FINEST EXAMPLES OF THE
ADMIRAL TEN CENT PLUM.

1988

1989

1990

1991

1988 

117, 1922-1924 10c Blue (Wet printing) Post office fresh mint example, extremely well centered and
with full pristine original gum, XF NH
240.00+

1989 

120i, 1917 50c Silver Black (Wet printing) Precisely centered mint example of this very challenging
stamp, gorgeous colour and characteristic bright impression, with full original gum, never hinged. A
tough stamp, missing from many advanced collections, VF+ NH
1,200.00

1990 ♦

122, 1925 $1 Orange (Dry printing) An attractive mint single with fresh colour, very well centered
with full unblemished original gum, never hinged. A choice stamp, XF NH; 2010 Sergio Sismondo
graded certificate (Graded XF-Superb 95 OG NH)
450.00+

1991 

123, 1913 1c Dark Bluish Green (Wet printing), Perf 8 Horizontally A premium mint coil single,
gorgeous colour and very well centered for this difficult stamp, intact perforations and full pristine
original gum, VF+ NH
450.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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1992

1993

1992 

129, 1918 3c Brown (Wet printing), Perf 8 Vertically Very well centered coil mint pair, lovely fresh
colour and full original gum; a difficult pair to find, VF NH
250.00

1993 

130, 1924 3c Carmine, Die I (Wet Printing), Perf 8 Vertically A choice mint coil pair, well centered
with large margins, intact perforations and full pristine original gum, never hinged. Seldom
encountered in such nice quality, VF NH
500.00

X1995

1994

1996

1997

1994 

135a, 1917 3c Brown Fathers of Confederation A choice imperforate pair with sheet margin at left,
ungummed as issued, fresh and VF
800.00

1995 

146a-148a, 1927 5c, 12c & 20c Historical Issue Fresh mint set of three imperforate pairs, with full
original gum, VF NH
720.00

1996 ♦

153, 1928 5c Deep Violet Scroll Very well centered mint example within well balanced margins,
fresh and with full original gum, choice, XF NH; 2010 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded
XF-Superb 95 OG NH)
50.00+

1997 ♦

154, 1928 8c Blue Scroll Precisely centered and fresh mint single with full original gum; a nice stamp
in superior quality, XF NH; 2010 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded Superb 98 OG NH)
60.00+

1998 ♦

156, 1929 12c Grey Quebec Bridge An exceptional mint single, precise centering with post office
fresh colour and full unblemished original gum, never hinged. A superb stamp in all respects which
has attained the highest possible grading, XF NH GEM; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate
(Graded GEM 100 - OG NH)
(Illustrated on Page 118) 140.00+

1999 

157, 1928 20c Dark Carmine Harvesting Wheat An outstanding mint example, superbly centered
with jumbo margins, lovely and fresh with full immaculate original gum, never hinged. Certainly
among the finest extant, XF NH GEM
(Illustrated on Page 118) 200.00+
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1998

1999

2001

2000

2000 

158a, 1929 50c Bluenose Imperforate mint block of four with sheet margin at left, fresh with full
original gum; scarce as a block, VF NH
3,000.00

2001 ♦

173, 1930 10c Olive Green Library of Parliament A spectacular mint example, superbly centered
within "sidewalk" margins, post office fresh colour on pristine paper, full unblemished original gum,
never hinged. The finest example we have seen, XF NH JUMBO; 2007 Sergio Sismondo graded
certificate (Graded 100J OG NH)
40.00+

2002

175, 177, 202, 1933 (July 14) General Balbo Flight Shediac, New Brunswick to Chicago airmail
envelope franked with 5c UPU, 20c Arch pair and $1 single all clearly tied by duplex datestamps;
next-day Chicago backstamp, then forwarded by land to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Paid necessary $1.45
postage rate for this special flight, only 289 covers were carried, VF and scarce
Est. 750.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

2003
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2004

-2005-

2003 

177, 1930 $1 Dark Olive Green Mt. Edith Cavell An outstanding mint example of this key value,
very well centered with large margins, post office fresh colour and full unblemished original gum,
never hinged. A superb stamp in all respects, XF NH
600.00+

2004 ♦

190, 1931 10c Dark Green George Etienne Cartier A post office fresh mint example with precise
centering and full original gum, never hinged. A superb stamp for the perfectionist, XF NH GEM;
2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded GEM 100 OG NH)
50.00+

2005 ♦

192, 193, 1932 3c & 5c Imperial Economic Conference Two superbly centered mint singles, fresh
colours and full original gum, never hinged. An outstanding duo, XF NH GEM; with 2009 (3c) and
2010 (5c) Sergio Sismondo graded certificates (3c Graded GEM 100 OG NH; 5c Graded Superb 98
OG NH)
24.00+

2006

2007

2006 

196c, 1932 2c Black Brown Medallion (Rotary Press) Pristine fresh mint imperforate pair with full
original gum; only 150 pairs were printed, VF NH
700.00

2007 

197b, 1932 3c Deep Red Medallion, Die I (Rotary Press) Choice imperforate mint pair with full
even margins and full unblemished original gum; only 150 pairs were printed, VF NH
700.00

2008

2009

2008 ♦

200, 1932 8c Red Orange Medallion Remarkably well centered mint example within well balanced
margins, intact perforations, post office fresh colour and full immaculate original gum, never hinged.
A superb stamp in all respects, XF NH GEM; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded GEM
100 OG NH)
140.00+

2009 ♦

201, 1932 13c Dull Violet Quebec Citadel A premium mint single, exceptionally well centered with
post office fresh colour and full unblemished original gum, never hinged. A desirable stamp in
absolute top-quality, XF NH GEM; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded GEM 100 OG
NH)
140.00+
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2010

2011

2010 ♦

202, 1933 5c Dark Blue UPU Meeting Extremely well centered mint single, very fresh and with full
pristine original gum, XF NH; 2010 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded Superb 98 OG NH)
30.00+

2011 ♦

204, 1933 5c Dark Blue Royal William Exceptionally well centered mint example, post office fresh
colour and full pristine original gum, never hinged. A superb stamp which has attained the highest
possible grade, XF NH GEM; 2010 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded GEM 100 OG NH)
30.00+

2012

2017

2012 ♦

209, 1934 10c Olive Green Loyalists Very well centered and pristine fresh mint single, with full
unblemished original gum, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded XF-Superb 95
OG NH)
80.00+

2013 P

211-215, 1935 1c-10c Silver Jubilee Set of five plate proof blocks of four with vertical gutter margin
between pairs (13c value does not exist in this format), on card mounted india paper; 3c with natural
wrinkling in gutter margin, otherwise VF (Unitrade $3,000)
Est. 1,000.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

2014 P

X2015

121

211-216, 1935 1c-13c Silver Jubilee Set plate proofs of all six values showing rare horizontal gutters,
the 3c, 10c and 13c in pairs and the others in blocks of four, printed on card mounted india paper, VF
(Unitrade $1,950 for singles only)
Est. 1,000.00+

2016

2015 P

211-216, 1935 1c-13c Silver Jubilee Complete set of six corner margin plate proof singles, all on card
mounted india paper; a nice set, VF
Est. 400.00

2016 

212a, 1935 2c Brown Silver Jubilee Imperforate mint pair from lower right corner, large margins on
other sides, pristine fresh and full original gum; as nice as they come, XF NH
600.00+

2017 

219c, 1935 3c Dark Carmine King George V Mint single printed on the gum side, well centered for
this notoriously difficult stamp, fresh and choice, VF NH
(Illustrated on Page 120) 600.00

2018

2019

2018 

234a, 1937 4c Yellow King George VI Mufti Fresh imperforate mint pair with full original gum, VF
NH
600.00

2019 

235a, 1937 5c Blue King George VI Mufti Pristine fresh imperforate mint pair with large margins
and full original gum, choice, XF NH
600.00+
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2020

X2021

2022

2024

2020 

236a, 1937 8c Orange King George VI Mufti Lovely fresh and selected imperforate mint pair, with
full original gum, VF+ NH
600.00

2021 P

241-245, C6, 1938 10c-$1 + 6c Airmail Pictorial Issue Set of five plate proof singles (13c does not
exist) in issued colours on card mounted india paper, VF
Est. 400.00

2022 ♦

245, 1938 $1 Dull Violet Chateau de Ramesay A choice mint single, very well centered, fresh and
with full original gum, never hinged, XF; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded XFSuperb 95 OG NH)
180.00+

2023 

245b, 1938 $1 Dull Violet Chateau de Ramezay Post office fresh mint imperforate pair with large
even margins and full original gum; a key pair in top-quality, XF NH
1,500.00

2024 ♦

261, 1942 50c Violet Munitions Superbly centered mint example, large even margins, gorgeous fresh
colour and full pristine original gum, never hinged, XF NH; 2007 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate
(Graded Superb 98 OG NH)
75.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

2025 

123

321, 1955 (circa.) "Marianne" Type Canadian Bank Note experimental specimens, a scarce lot of
three different imperforate pairs -- black on yellow glazed surface paper, green on bluish wove paper
gummed and never hinged, dark blue on yellow glazed surface paper. A nice trio, VF
Est. 400.00

2026

2027

2026 

535a, 1971 6c Maple Leaves in Spring Choice imperforate mint pair, scarce and VF NH

2027 

586d, 1973 1c Orange Sir John A. Macdonald A very scarce mint single printed on the gum side,
sheet margin at top. A key "Caricature" Issue printing error, VF NH
1,250.00

2028 

641a, 1974 8c Telephone Centenary Imperforate mint block of four, untagged, showing full plate
inscription in left sheet margin, a rare and striking major error, VF NH
5,500.00

1,200.00
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2029 

878i, 1981 (17c) Antique Mandora Mint single printed on the gum side, missing the gold inscriptions
and untagged, showing portion of plate inscription in left sheet margin, the rare triple error, in pristine
condition, VF NH
2,000.00

2030

2031

2030 

1171c, 1989 44c Walrus on Slater Paper, Perf 13.8x13.1 Upper right blank (as issued) block of four
showing the elusive perforation change, choice VF NH
2,500.00

2031 

1171c, 1989 44c Walrus on Slater Paper, Perf 13.8x13.1 Key mint single showing the sought-after
perforation change, with sheet margin at foot, choice and VF NH
550.00

X2032

2033

2032 

1174i, 1989 59c Musk Ox on Slater Paper, Perf 14.4x13.8 Matched set of plate imprint blocks of
four, seldom seen, VF NH
1,000.00

2033 

1883a, 2001 47c Lunar New Year - Year of the Snake Upper left corner mint single with gold
colour missing (Chinese Symbol as well as in the sheet margin at left); an attractive and scarce modern
error, with normal stamp for comparison, VF NH
2,000.00

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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2035

2037

2034 ♦

C2, 1930 5c Olive Brown Airmail Very well centered mint example within balanced margins, fresh
and with full original gum, choice, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded XFSuperb 95 OG NH)
240.00+

2035 ♦

C4, 1932 6c on 5c Olive Brown Airmail A premium mint single, post office fresh colour and
impression, precisely centered with full pristine original gum, never hinged. A nice stamp in superior
quality, XF NH; 2010 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded Superb 98J OG NH)
120.00+

2036 

E1iv, 1898 10c Deep Blue Green (First Printing) Mint strip of three with plate "OTTAWA - No - 1"
imprint in top margin, stamps are well centered with deep vivid colour and full original gum, small
hinge remnants. Seldom seen and VF OG
Est. 600.00+

2037 ♦

E3, 1927 20c Orange Special Delivery Post office fresh and well centered mint single with full
original gum; a nice stamp, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo graded certificate (Graded XF-Superb 95
OG NH)
150.00+

2038 

E5, 1932 20c Henna Brown A choice and well centered upper right Plate No. 1 block of four, with
full original gum, scarce this nice, VF NH
800.00
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2040

2039 

F1, 1890s 2c Orange (Ottawa printing), Perf 12 Nicely centered mint single showing portion of
plate imprint (Boggs Type V) in extended sheet margin at left, brilliant fresh colour and with full
original gum, VF NH
450.00

2040 ♦

J11, 1934 1c Dark Violet Postage Due Very well centered and fresh mint single with full
unblemished original gum, never hinged. A choice stamp, XF NH; 2009 Sergio Sismondo certificate
(Graded XF-Superb 95 OG NH)
50.00+

2041

MR1, 106, 1915 (April 14) India scene picture postcard, franked with 2c carmine and 1c War Tax to
England, clearly postmarked Vancouver (APR 14 8 PM 1915), ONE DAY EARLIER than the Official
First Day of the 1c War Tax, very unusual and the first one we have seen, VF
Est. 500.00

2042 

MR2B, 1915 5c Blue Admiral "WAR TAX" Overprint in Black An exceptional mint example of
this difficult stamp, uncharacteristically well centered with four balanced large margins, brilliant fresh
colour, intact perforations and with full immaculate original gum, never hinged. This stamp easily
ranks among the toughest of all Admiral issues to obtain in premium quality. A wonderful stamp, ideal
for the perfectionist, XF NH
1,600.00+

Eastern Auctions Ltd.
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2043 P

OX4, 1913 Brown Black Officially Sealed Plate proof single on card mounted india paper, sheet
margin at left, seldom seen, VF
800.00

2044

PB6, 1c green Queen Victoria Leaf post band cancelled by Montreal undated roller cancel to Buenos
Aires, Argentina, paid the transient newspaper rate (1c per two ounces); no backstamp as customary,
a rare item, VF
Est. 200.00+

2045

UX17, One cent green Leaf postal card, "Middleton, N.S. Dec 30 1898" dateline on reverse, sent
uncancelled to Freetown, Sierra Leone; London transit postmark (JA 13 1899) arriving in Freetown
(JA 28), redirected to Rufisque, Senegal where pair of 5c green was applied to card to pay the
redirection fee, two different Senegalese postmarks on reverse, finally forwarded to Lausanne,
Switzerland, octagonal Loango a Marseille ship (3 AVRL 99) cancel and Lausanne (15.IV 99) arrival
CDS. A well travelled card to Africa and Europe, F-VF
Est. 350.00+
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2046

2048

2047

2049

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

2050

129

2051

2046 P

FB18, 1865 1c Second Bill Issue Large trial colour die proof printed in black on india paper 30 x
31mm, with die "234" number below, die sunk on large card 152 x 226mm; pencil "26135" notation at
lower right. A very rare and attractive die proof, VF
(Illustrated on Page 128) Est. 1,000.00+

2047 P

FB20, 1865 3c Second Bill Large trial colour die proof printed in black on india paper 37 x 55mm,
with die "237" number and ABNC imprint below, die sunk on large card measuring 153 x 225mm;
pencil "26137" notation at lower right. Exceptionally rare and ideal for a serious collection, VF
(Illustrated on Page 128) Est. 1,000.00+

2048 P

FB21, 1865 4c Second Bill Issue Large trial colour die proof printed in black on india paper 36 x
55mm, with die "236" number and ABNC imprint below, die sunk on large card measuring 152 x
226mm; pencil "26139" notation at lower right. A most attractive die proof, very rare and ideal for
exhibition, VF
(Illustrated on Page 128) Est. 1,000.00+

2049 P

FB22, 1865 5c Second Bill Issue Large trial colour die proof printed in black on india paper 37 x
55mm, with die "238" number and ABNC imprint below, die sunk on large card measuring 154 x
225mm; pencil "26136" notation at lower right; faint soiling mark at right, otherwise a very rare die
proof and well suited for an advanced collection, VF
(Illustrated on Page 128) Est. 1,000.00+

2050 P

FB27, 1865 10c Second Bill Large trial colour die proof printed in black on india paper 36 x 38mm,
with die "232" number above, die sunk on large card measuring 151 x 228mm; pencil "26011"
notation at lower right. A very rare die proof and great showpiece, VF
Est. 1,000.00+

2051 

FPC1a, 1947 "1 PACK" Playing Card Stamp Well centered mint coil strip of five, with full original
gum, scarce, VF NH
Est. 500.00
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ONE OF THE GREAT RARITIES OF CANADIAN PHILATELY
1918 FIVE DOLLAR WAR SAVINGS STAMP WITH FRENCH INSCRIPTIONS

2052 

FWS4, 1918 $5 Green War Savings Stamp Unused example of the very rare French Inscriptions; for
decades this stamp held the title of being the DISCOVERY COPY AND ONLY KNOWN
EXAMPLE. This example, which is centered to left with thinning, has graced two major Canadian
revenue collections. AN ABSOLUTE SHOWPIECE AND ONE OF THE MOST RECOGNIZED
RARITIES IN ALL OF CANADIAN PHILATELY. (Listed but still unpriced in the latest Van Dam
catalogue)
Est. 25,000.00+
Provenance: Dr. Frank Morgan, Sissons, Sale 253, October 1966, Lot 169
Ed Richardson, Maresch, Sale 126, March 1981, Lot 902
Since this example last sold at auction in 1981, two other examples have surfaced; one used on a
document (Eastern Auctions November 2007; Lot 1004 Sold for $36,000 and other example is a used
single in poor condition, making the example offered here UNIQUE IN UNUSED CONDITION.

Eastern Auctions Ltd.

2053 P

131

CANADA REVENUES PROVINCIAL OL1, OL3, OL5, OL7, 1864 5c, 20c, 40c, 60c Law Stamp
Common design type used for the provinces of Ontario and Quebec; four different large die proofs
printed in black on india paper sunk on large cards measuring 150 x 225mm, each with die number
and different pencil number below; a rare group, VF
Est. 1,250.00+
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LARGE LOTS AND COLLECTIONS

2054 ~ Comprehensive 1852-1908 Collection On Lindner hingeless pages, a wealth of better items such as
used #7 sound with small margins, #9 repaired UL corner, unused #18 & 20, mint #28, 40, 43 (NH;
1998 Greene cert.), 46-47, 54 (NH), 55, 56-57 (NH), 59 (NH), 65 (VF OG; small thin at top), 66-73,
83 (VF OG), 84 VF jumbo margins, part OG, 92 (NH), 96-103 (NH; 20c regummed), etc. The odd
flaw to be expected, but generally in sound condition, centering is better than normally encountered
particularly from Jubilees on. Worth a closer look.
Est. 3,000.00+

2055 ~ 1852-1980s Mint / Used Collection Housed in a Davo hingeless album, a couple Pence issues, then
well represented with mostly used Large and Small Queens, note a nice used #22 CDS, #40, mint,
#46-47; 1897 Jubilee ½c to 50c mint (10c used; 20c unused), $2 & $3 roller cancels, $5 favour cancel;
1897 Leaf mint (two printings of the 10c), 1898-1902 Numeral mint (less 10c), then from 1903 King
Edward VII issue to late 1940s regular issued stamps and sets quite complete mint including all
definitives, a good selection of coils and post-1940s issues. Back-of-book also with airmails, dues,
special delivery, etc. Also group of over 80 covers in mixed condition from Small Queen to 1930s.
Condition is mixed on some earlies and gradually increases to Fine to Very Fine. Inspect.
Est. 2,000.00+
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2056 ~ 1852-2007 Comprehensive Collection Housed in four red Lighthouse hingeless albums, well
represented from 1859 to 2007; virtually all mint from Jubilees on with much being never hinged
starting with 1932 Medallion issue. Includes "Cents", Large & Small Queen sets; Jubilees mint to $1,
Leaf and Numeral mint sets, KEVII 1c-7c plus 20c mint, 1908 Quebec mint (5c, 10c and 15c NH),
Admirals plus various coil singles and pairs, 1927 Historical issue to end of King George VI is
complete mint. Also quite complete from 1953 to 2007, majority being NH including tagged stamps,
with better such as 1970 Christmas tagged and untagged centre blocks. Mint back-of-book with
airmails, special delivery, postage dues, officials and registered letter stamps, etc. Mixed to Fine on
pre-1897 issues, Fine to Very Fine for post-1897 era. Inspect.
Est. 1,500.00+

2057 ~ 1860-1981 Mint / Used Collection Parliament album with mint or used, noted better items such as
mint #20 (part OG), 61 (three examples; one fresh F-VF, other two fine with light gum toning), 62-65
(mint or unused), #71 (NH), 104-122 ($1 better wet printing), coils; used with #28a watermarked, #33
(crease), 59, 62 roller cancel, etc. Condition is generally mixed to very fine
Est. 2,000.00+
2058 ~ Comprehensive Mint / Used Collections and Accumulation Neatly mounted collection in Minkus
album with nice used Large Queens to King Edward VII era, followed by attractive mint set of 1908
Quebec, various Admirals with two mint sets of coil singles #123-134, mint #149-159, 162-177, quite
complete mint from 1932 to 1959, plus mint back-of-book. Also a collection mint or used of
Newfoundland and Provinces in Minkus album; an accumulation of stamps in five stockbooks and a
small box quickly noting mint F-VF NH #54, 56, 57, 99, a selection of early used Canada "Cents" &
Large Queens with papers, shades, etc., hundreds of mint NH duplicated issues from 1940s to 1990s
(also some earlier), also some used noting many choice CDS postmarks, Finally some Canadian
Provinces and some Worldwide. Good potential for better findings. Inspect.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,500.00+
2059 ~ 1860-1952 Mint / Used Collection Housed in Lindner hingeless album starting with "Cents" issues
and well represented to end of KGVI. Includes better mint or unused Small Queens, 20c & 50c mint
Widow Weeds, Jubilees mint to 50c and many stamps thereafter represented by mint AND used
examples (including high values, coils and back-of-book including postage dues, airmails, registration,
war tax, overprinted officials). Quality is mainly mixed to Fine to 1910 and generally improves to Fine
or better after. High catalogue value and well worth a look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,500.00
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2060 ~

1860-1908 Mainly Used Grouping Displayed in a safety deposit stockbook with range of 1859s,
Large and Small Queens, mostly used including cancels, printings and shades. 1859s with 1c (11), 2c
(2), 5c (9), 10c (14; includes pair on piece with blue straightline REGISTERED, and an unused single
red lilac shade), 12½c (18; includes pair with Hamilton FE 1 1868 CDS, single olive green with Major
Re-entry Pos. 94), Large Queens (68 stamps), Small Queens 5c, 6c, 8c and 10c many selected used,
also 3c two singles on piece both with double vertical perfs variety - quite striking, a 10c VF mint part
OG (#45a), plus other odds & ends such as VF mint #99, 101, VF used #101 (2), etc. Condition as
expected ranges from mixed to Very Fine; a good lot, worth a closer look.
Est. 1,250.00+

2061 ~

Pence Assortment Includes 27 stamps all used with various cancels. We note #1 bold cancel but
sound four margined, #2 pair touching frame at top but sound, #4a unused with light crease, #4 single
in at LL to large margins with Hamilton 1853 CDS in blue, #4c pair on ribbed paper touching design
in places, small thin but a rare multiple, #4c single on piece with imprint at foot on cover fragment, #4
pair with Major Re-entry (A80) on right stamp, #5 tiny corner crease clear margins, #5a small flaws,
#7 clear margins, smudge cancel, #8 (two examples), etc. Mixed to Fine condition.
Est. 2,000.00+

2062 ~ Small Queen Collection In clear mounts on pages, few dozen mainly used examples from ½c to 8c,
includes shades & printings, early dates, CDS, corks and target cancels and multiples, also 17 covers.
Condition ranges from mixed to very fine as expected, a useful lot.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 500.00+
2063 ~ Large Accumulation of 1898 Christmas Map Stamp Well over 1,500 stamps, mostly used and
housed in four stockbooks, black and manila stockpages. Noted identified plate varieties, various mint
issues with shades and Muddy Water effects including the elusive "Golden Oceans" in a mint NH
block of four; also lavender oceans mint LR corner block of 40. Includes three useful reference books
related to this issue by Tomlinson, Winmill and Bradley. Condition throughout ranges from mixed to
Fine - Very Fine.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 600.00+
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2064 ~

Old-Time Used Accumulation Hundreds of stamps with King Edward VII 1c, 2c, 5c, 7c, also
Admiral 1c green, 2c carmine and 5c blue denominations, with shades, cancels. Ideal for finding plate
varieties. Also 5c (#42) & 8c Small Queen duplicated group on black stockpages, mostly with roller
cancels. Noted as well Newfoundland turn-of-century duplicated accumulation, etc. Mixed condition.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 200.00

2065 

Clean Lot of Mint / NH Admiral Shades & Printings Includes 51 stamps mostly different, carefully
identified by Unitrade catalogue, graded and organized on two stockpages including early printings
and scarcer shades. Mostly never hinged, centering ranges from Fine to Very Fine with many being
the latter. A clean and useful lot with which to get acquainted with this popular issue. (Unitrade
$6,320)
Est. 1,250.00+

2066 

Clean Mint / NH 1911-1952 Collection Displayed in a blue Lindner hingeless album, mostly
complete and virtually all never hinged from KGV Admiral issues to late KGVI era. Noted NH
#104/122 (less #113, 120), 124 pair, 125-129, 133, 136-138 pairs, 158, 160-161 pairs, 162-175, 195201, etc. Complete regular issues from 1932 to 1952 plus coils (some in pairs). Back-of-book includes
NH (unless noted) C1-C9, E1b (VF OG), E2-E5, F1-F3 (OG), J1-J14, MR1-MR4, MR2C, O1-O32.
Quality throughout is much nicer than usual, often selected for centering; a solid collection, F-VF or
better
Est. 2,500.00+

2067 ~ Old Time Hoard Used bundles (hundreds) from KGV Admiral to mid-1940s, emphasis on 1942-1943
KGVI "War", noting Admiral coils, postage dues, Excise Tax and Cigarette Tax stamps. Also some
loose mint and used stamps in glassine envelopes noting FX37 mint block of six, some 4-hole OHMS,
perfins, meter and permit labels, etc. Thousands of stamps. Needs checking.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 350.00+
2068 

1953-1987 Clean Mint NH Collection Housed in two black Lindner hingeless albums, regular issued
stamps virtually complete for period covered (only five stamps missing) including definitives,
commemoratives and souvenir sheets. Chiefly VF NH.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 300.00+
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2069

Substantial Special Delivery Collection Displayed on black stockpages in a padded multi-ring
Lindner album, all issues are represented (except for E8) including airmails, first flights, first days,
mixed and multiple frankings, post office labels affixed to covers, etc. Includes #E1 (2), E2 (11), E3
(7), E4 (2), E5 (2), E6 (10), E7 (19; some duplicates), E9 (15; postmarked mostly after April 1, 1939),
E10 (4), E11 (7), CE1 (5), CE2 (2), CE3 (2), CE 4 (one cover dated May 8, 1948). A few covers with
faults, generally nice condition and ideal for further expansion, Fine to Very Fine
Est. 1,250.00+

2070

Miscellaneous Cover Lot An interesting group of 15 covers, includes three large "Hechler" addressed
Small Queen covers -- first franked 3c + 6c with large "6" due mark in black, next bearing 2c strip of
three and last with ½c block of 12; then two stampless covers postmarked Quebec (DE 6 1852) both to
Waterloo, one redirected to Guelph; incoming mail to Nova Scotia with 1855 cover from Calcutta,
India and 1852 cover from England both addressed to Shelburne; Great Britain 1sh green dated
Liverpool (AP 30 64) registered to Sydney, CB; New Brunswick 5c green, two singles to Washington,
DC; small mourning cover with 5c from St. John to Oromocto, etc. Mixed to Fine condition, worth a
closer look.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 350.00+

2071 ~ Balance of Consignment Many hundreds on stockpages, leaves, in glassines and cards, emphasis on
modern mint NH issues (Face value $2,360). Also includes FDCs, earlier 1930s and 1940s mint
singles and blocks, mint / used overprinted Official collection, modern thematic (some sealed)
collections, and various odds & ends. Inspect.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 1,250.00+
2072 ~ Mint / Used Accumulation As received in two cartons, mainly unorganized in envelopes, albums,
stockpages, etc. Noted some Provinces as well. Better items seen like Canada #54 VF NH, 58 and 60
mint OG, mint NH Admirals, also selected used #18, 24iv, 27, 28, etc. Modern issues housed on
stockpages and envelope (Face value $598), lot of 12 annual mint collections including the key 1974
book in good condition, Canadian revenues, etc.
(Not Illustrated) Est. 750.00+
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Part OG
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hinge.
Original gum – showing some evidence of a previous hinge, a portion of which
may still be present.
Part original gum.

Unused

Unused without original gum, or regummed.
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Without gum as issued.
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